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ABST RÀCT.

It has been just over th'enty years since internal

graviÈy r{aves have been generally considered as playing a

majorroleinatmosphericdynamics.Thesewavesprovidean

efficient mechanísm for the transfer and redistribution of

energythroughouttheatmosphereandthereis].ittledoubÈ

as to their inportance in the understanding of the conplex

nature of our atmosPhere '

This thesis describes an optical method for renotely

sensingaportionoftheatmosphericgravityl,ì¡avespectrum

and investigating the energetics and dynamics of these

I{aves through observation of the atmospheric nighbglow' To

such an end, the 
^557.7 

nm emíssion line l{as chosen for its

highintensityrconparedtootheremissions'anditswell

defined, narrow emission layer at 95 km' The interaction of

gravity.t{¡aveswiththisemission,layerallowsl^'aveperiods

up to four hours and hori zonEal- phase velocities Èo be

inferredfromspectralanalysisofphotonetricneaSurements

rnade from three spaced fields of view in the sky' The

analysisoftheobservationsgiveSresultswhichare

entirely consistent with the linear theory of gravity waves

as outlined in the thesis'

ByreverseraytracingthedetectedÏ¡avesfrornLhe95

kmobservationlevel,]-ikelygenerationmechanisnsinthe

troposphereareidentifiedrwiLhthemainsourcesbeing

upper l-eve1 jet streams' fnstances of frontal and

thundersLormactivityarealsonoted.Theobservations

indicate that the najority of'detected rvaves originate
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from the lower regions of the atnosphere with the direction

of propagation of these waves partially polarized by the

níddIe atmosphere wind sYstem.

Measurements of the relative intensity of

fluctuations in the 
^557.7 

nm enission have enabled

estimates of the nean energy density of gravity waves to be

made and extrapolated to cover the entire gravity \{ave

spectrun with a mean spectral index of 7 -7 -

Restrictions in gravity wave vertical wavelengths,

inposed by Lhe niddl-e atmosphere and wave dissipation, also

linit the range of their vertical group velocities. This

confinement along with energy density estimates' pernit an

evaluaÈion of Lhe average vertical energy flux of the

entire gravity vrave spectrum incident on the 95 km level. A

value of 15 nhlm-'f ot the mean energy f lux of gravity r^¡aves

is consistent with those of other v¡orkers using completely

different techniques. ft is also established that over 857"

of the energy flux at the 95 km level is contributed by

v/aves with periods less than four hours.
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SUMMARY.

In order to íntroduce common atmospheric terminologY,

Chapter 1 deals with the structure of the eartþs stationary

atmosphere wÍth the effects which give rÍse to airgl-ow.

Particular attention is payed to the ),557 .7 nn nightglow

emission, its height distribution and generation

nechanisms. Chapter 2 introduces atmospheric waves,

referring mainly to the underlying theory of gravity Ìtaves,

defining \{ave parameters and variables used throughout the

text. Considerable effort l{as nade to prevent the text from

resembling a Greek alphabeË soup by presenting the wave

theory concisely, using the simplest of aLmospheric nodels.

The propagation of gravity \^'ave energy is discussed along

with the neans by which 'hlave energy and momentum can be

transferred to the atmosphere at critical leve1s and via

dissipation. Finally the influence of gravity hlaves on

the 
^557.7 

nm enission layer is considered which leads

1ogical1y to Chapter 3 where the instrument, specifically

designed to observe this effect, is presented. The general

layout and workings of the instrument are discussed.

To decompose the observed gravity wave field into its

separate components, a cross spectral analysis technique is

used; its application is described in Chapter 4. The

realizaEíon of gravity wave horizonLal phase velocíty is

presented along with the error estimates incurred from the

analysis procedure. Prelininary results are discussed.
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In the following chapter observed waves are traced fron the

95 kn 1evel to the tropoPause. Although more conplicated

ray tracing techniques exist, it was felt due to the

unavoidable uncerÈainty in the required wind profiles, that

the more sophistica.ted nethods would provide 1itt1e

benef it. In fact the sirnpl-er multilayer approach used with

mean monÈh1y wind data give very useful results. Possible

r{ave generation sources are identified and their generating

rnechanisms briefly discussed. It is concluded that the

najority of gravity waves detected at 95 kn are generated

1ow in the atmosphere. The remaining two chapters are

concerned with the spectra of gravity Ìì¡aves and show how

the observations of l{¡ave parameters and their power spectra

rnay be used to estimate the mean energy density of gravity

waves over their entire spectrum and to estinate the

vertical energY f1ux.
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Chapter 1. The Stationarv AtmosDhere.

I I . Introduction.

The main factors influencing the earths atmosphere are

the earths gravitational and magnetic fields' the gases

which make up the atmosphere and solar radiation. In a

stably stratified atmosphere, under the influence of

gravity, the atmospheric pressure and density decrease

exponentially with altitude. This is generally expressed in

the familiar hydrostatic equation

p=po exp( -z/H)

r+her" po is the pressure at'some reference altitud" =o and

H is the pressure scale height, defined as the increase in

altitude necessary for the pressure Èo decrease by a factor

of l/e. A similar equation can be stated for the

atmospheric densitY.

By far the most important energy source for the earth

and i_ts atmosphere is solar radiation. Energy from the sun

not only is the source of life Lo the biosphere, but

provides the driving force for the dynamics of the

atmosphere and oceans. Even if only a stationary atmosphere

is considered, solar radiation plays a major role in its

structure. The sun radiates over the entire spectral range'

from gamma rays to radio waves. The main constituents of

the atmosphere, mo1ècu1ar oxygen and nitrogen' are

dissociated and ionized by the shorter
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wavelength radiation with the minor atmospheric

constituenÈs such as water vapour and carbon dioxide, also

contributing to the active chemistry of the atmosphere, (Mc

Ewan and PhilliPs , 1975).

The earths atmosphere can be divided inÈo regions on

the basis of its temperature sLructure. 0n average ' åbouu

the earths surface the temperature decreases with

altitiude, i.e. a positive lapse rate, up to a 1evel

between 1O km and 12 kur known as the tropopause. The region

below the tropopause is the troposphere where normal

weather activity is confined. Above the tropopause the

temperature increases with height through the region of the

stratosphere. This heating is due to ultraviolet radiation,

(fZOO nm-À300 nm), being absorbed by atmospheric ozone'

itself produced by the photodissociation of molecular

oxygen at l¡avelenghts below \29O nm. A further temperature

maxlmum is reached at the straÈopause near 50 km, above

which the temperature once again decreases through the

mesosphere to reach a minimum at the mesopause at about 85

km. Above the mesopause is the thermosphere where the

kinetic temperature again increases wiLh height'

asymptotically approaching a value in the region of 1500"K

to 2000oK, about one thousand kilometres above the earths

surface.

Below about 90 km the composition of the atmosphere is

essentially the same as that at sea 1eve1. This sub region

is referred to as the honosphere, where diffusion is slow

and atmospheric composj-tion is maintained by turbulent
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mixing. Above this 1evel, known as the turbopause, is the

heterosphere where turbulence Ís suPressed due to the large

mean free paths of atmospheric particles.This region is in

diffusive equilibrium and each gas can be regarded as

having its ok¡n height dÍstribution. The term lower

atmosphere is used to refei to the region up to about 10

km, the middle atmosphere for the region between 10 km and

100 km and the upper atmosphere above 100 km.

At large altitudes, where high energy solar radiation

is abundant, ionization of atoms and molecules result in

the production of positive ions and free electrons which

recombine relatively slowly. This ionosphere has a lower

limit at about 60 km with a peak in the electron

concentration aE approximately 25O km. The ionosphere is

divided into four main regions. The E region, centred at

about 110 km, $Ias first identified in the early days of

radio communication. Acting as a mirror' reflections from

this 1eve1 drastically increased the distance over which

radio signals could be transmitted. The letter E v/as used

in the I92Ot s to refer to the electric field of the waves

reflected from the layer. Subsequently layers below and

above this region urere identified as Èhe D region at about

85 km and the Ft and FZ regions at 2OO km and 250 km

respectively. The electron content decreases above 25O km

due to the decrease in concentration of ionizabLe species

and has a lower limit aL 60 km from the reduction in

intensity of the ionizing radiation. The ionosphere shows

and electron contenÈlarge temporal fluctuations in height

8



depending on solar activity' (Ratcliffe' I972)' A pictorial

representation of the earths atmospheric structure with

reference to the regions discussed can be seen in figure

(1.1.1).

The earth is not only irradiated by electromagnetic

radiation from the sun but also by an ionized plasma '

mainlyofprotonsandelectronS'''blownout''fromthesolar

corona. This solar wind, being ionised' interacts with the

outer regions of the earths magnetic field where the

particles are guided along the magnetic field' This results

in a significant influx of energetic particles into the

polar regions of the upper atmosphere where the magnetic

field lines converge'

I.2. Airg 1ow.

The excitation, dissociation and ionization of

atmospheric species by the absorption of solar radiation

and collision with energetic particles ' gives rise to a

myriad of physico-chemical processes' These can produce

spectral emission of light from the near ulLra violet

through to the infra red ' Two main types of atmospheric

emissions occur' one being airglow and the other aurora'

Theauroralphenomenaaredistinguishedfromairglowin

thattheyareduetoexcitationproceSsesarisingfromthe

collision of energetic particles, principally from the

solar wind. The aurorae are generally much more irregular

and inÈense than airglow and are restricted to high

magneticlatitudeswherethefluxofincidentparticlesis

9
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highest. The conLribution to atmospheric luminosity from

the aurora at nid latitude zenith is very small and will

not be pursued further, (Chanberlain and Jacka, I979). In

contrast, the airglow is not ,restricted to high latitudes,

is rnuch less intense and more continuous. The airglow

results from chemical reactions among the atmospheric

constituents and with sunlight.

Airglow observatj-ons are considered Ín three main

types, in accordance wiLh the time of day the measurements

are made. Airglow observed during the day and night are

referred to as dayglow and nightglow respectively where as

ground based measurenents made when the sun is below the

horizon but still illuminating the upper atmosphere is

ca1led twilightglow. Strictly speaking, twilightglow is

essentially dayglow measured from the earths night side.

Many of the dayglow emissions are visible to a ground based

observer, however the intense background radiation of the

day sky makes the observation of the dayglow emission

difficult, (Hunten, 1967).

Three main mechanisms are responsible for the dayglow:

these are fluorescence, resonant scattering of sunlight and

photoelectrj-c excitation. During the day energy is stored

in photodissociation products of the atmosphere. By night

this energy is released by a variety of chemicalluminescent

processes resulting in the nightglow.
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1.3. The ).557.7 nm niehtqlow.

It is nou¡ necessary to discuss in more detail the

airglow emission pertinent to this study, namely the green

line nightglow enission at À557.7 nm.The reaction producing

the emission is well known, being the electric quadrupole

transition of excited aÈomic oxygen,

O( tS) tt- 
O( tD) +hv

557 ¡

with tr the O(rS) radiative lifetirne. However, the exact

mechanism for the production of O(t S) is sti1l under

contention, (Slanger and Black, 7977). Chapnan (1931a)

suggested that the reconbination energy of Oz was available

for transfer Èo an O(3P) atorn enabling iË to be excited to

the O(rS) state giving Èhe Chapnan mechanism,

30(3P) kt 
'o(tS) +Oz (1.3.1.)

where k is the rate coefficient

followed by quenching of the

for the reacLion. This

O(tS) by nainly 0(tP)may be

and 02

o( rs ) + o( ,p) k' 
- o( 1D) + o( 3p) ( 1.3.2.)

Thirty years later, Barth and

cond,ucted laboratory experiments,

since been found to be erroneous'

kg
o(1S) + oz+ o(3P) + oz (1.3.3.)

Hilderbrandt, ( 1961 )

the results of which have

showing that the
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rate coefficient for the Chapnan mechanism is far too low

to account for the observed green line emisslon intensity.

They proposed an alternative two step nechanisn,

20( 3P) k,+ *
M-+02 + M (1.3.4.)+

followed by

where

or Nz.

o(e P) ,

M represents the

Here the excited

àç

Oz

k5
+ O( 3P) + 0z+ o(rs) (1.3.s.)

neuLral atmospheric sPecies 0, O*
*oxygen, O'2 can be quenched bY M or

Her zb er g

ks
*M+02*M ( 1 .3.6. )

kt
0 + O(tP)+Oz + O(tD or3P) (1.3.7.)

*
and Oz nay undergo radiative deactivation

T2
Oz + hv (1.3.8.)

åf

20

and

The À 557 .7

in photons -3m

nm volume ernission

sec -tare, (Rao et

rates for both mechanísms

a1, I9e2) .

rf
2

g

Oz --.---.>

kr l0
I +'rr(kr[0] + ks[02])

l'
a c

13
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and

ksk,*/ks[0]tIM]
(1.3.10.)

1+tr (kz IO]+k, IOz ] ) (kz /ue I O]+[M]+( tek. )- I )

where the square brackets represent the concentration of

the species. For clarity the (3P) reference to the oxygen

ground state has been disgarded.

Regardless of which mechanism predominates ' both

equations ( I .3 .9 ) and ( I .3. 10 ) give sinilar intensity

height distributions. The raLe coefficients are weakly

temperature dependent and the intensity from either

mechanism can be expressed as

Qb

a G Io] t 12 (1.3.11.)

where T is the temperature' (Rao et 41, 1982; Tohmatsu and

Nagata, L963; McEwan and Phi11ips, I975).

1 -4 - Heisht istribution of the 
^557.7

nm emassl_on

Part of the solar radiation incident on the earths

atmosphere is absorbed by dissociation and ionization of

its constituent gases. At any 1eve1, the production rate of

dissociation or ionizaLion is proportional to the product

of Èhe gas concentration and the intensity of radiation,

(Ratcliffe, I972). At the top of the atmosphere

14



the production is small since the concentration of gas is

sma11, howeverr âs the radiation penetrates the atmosphere

the production rate rises as the concentration increases.

Below a certain height, despite an increasing

concentraÈion, the intensity of radiation becomes so

depleted by previous absorpÈion at higher 1eve1s, that the

rate of production begins to decrease. Therefore there

exists a 1eve1 where the rate of production reaches a

maximum. This maximum is referred to as a production or

Chapman layer, its shape depending on the atmospheric gases

and the energy of the radiation. Layers of this kind were

investigaLed in a classical paper by chapman (i931b) who

predicted the coincidence of the atomic oxygen production

layer with the emitti-ng height of the 1557.7 nm radiation.

Rocket borne experiments such as those conducted by

Thomas and Young, ( 1981 ); 0fferman and Drescher, ( 1973) '

show good consistency between the peak altitude of the

atomic oxygen and À 557.7 nm emission profiles. such a

profile comparison can be seen in figure (1.4.1). Further

direct experimental data on the emission profiles are

reported by Gulledge et 41, ( 1968) and l^/itt and Stegman,

(Ig7g). Theoretical estimates of the peak of the emission

profile from both the Chapman and Barth excitation

mechanisms show reasonable agreement with experimental

observations, (Slanger and Black, 1977- Roa et ãI, 1982).

The consensus of these data which will be adopted herein

gives an altitude of the ernission peak of 95 km wiÈh a half

width of aqqroximatelY 6 km.

15
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It should be noted that a second 
^557.7 

nm enission

peak occurs at about 25O km, due to the dissociative

recombination of molecular oxygen Íons,

or.* + e -+ o( rs) + o( tD) (1.4.1.)

The transition of O(r S) and O(t D) to the ground state give

rise to the upper thermospheric.green and À630 nm red

1ines. However, the peak of the upper thermospheric green

line is much less predoninant, with a half width of tens of

kiLonetres and an emission intensity a factor of ten to one

hundred times less than that produced at 95 km, (Gulledge

et â1, 1968). The contribution of this second emission to

this study is considered negligable.
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Chapter 2. AtmosDheric hlaves.

2.I. fntroduc tion-

Some of the earliest recorded observations of vilave

activity in the atmosphere date back to the 1880fs, where

the effects of l{aves could be clearly seen in the periodic

structure of noctilucent clouds which form near the

mesopause at high latitudes. fn the early 1920rs when radio

engineers began using the ionosphere as a reflector to

extend the range of radio communication, Èhe problen of

periodic fading of the reflected signal soon became

apparent. ExperJ-ments showed that this f ading l{as caused by

moving ripples in the lower ionosphere, focussing and

defocussing the radio signal. MarÈyn (1950) proposed thaL

these disturbances were due to ce11u1ar atmospheric

standing waves perturbing the ionosphere.

Di_rect observations of noctilucent clouds and meteor

and rocket trails showed sma11 wavelike irregularities

superirnposed on relatively steady background wind and

temperature profiles, (Fog1e and Haurwitz, I966; Lil1en and

hlhipple, L954). Indirect measurements by radio techniques

such as partial reflecLion, Doppler radar and backscatLer'

radar also revealed similar irregularities in the

mesosphere and thermosphere, (Georges 1967; Munro 1958).

These irregularities became known as Èravelling ionospheric

disturbances (TIDts), exhibiting horizonLa1- hlavelengths of

hundreds to thousands of kilometres, horizontLa]- phase

velocities ranging from tens to hundreds of metres per

second and periodicities from minuLes to

18



hours. Hines (I960) developed and modified Martynrs theory

of aLmospheric cellular waves and convincingly argued that

the observation of TIDts, originally thought to be due to

turbulence, could be explained as manifestations of

propagating atnospheric gravity h¡aves. This wave

interpreËation has been shown to be consistent with TID

observations and it is noh' generally accepted that gravity

u¡aves play a major role in upper atmospheric dynamics.

2.2. Acoustic-Gra vitv u¡aves.

The earths atmosphere is capable of sustaining

considerable wave activity. The most familiar are sound

r¡/aves which are longitudinal compression ll/aves relying on

the atmospheric elasticity as the restoring force. The

gravitational field of the earth gives rise to an

atmospheric density stratification and introduces another

restoring force, the buoyancy force. A sma1l vertical

displacement of an air parcel from a more dense to a less

dense region will result in a gravitational force acting on

the parcel, returning it to its original position since it

is heavier than the surrounding atmosphere. As a

consequence of the Parcelrs inertia it will overshoot its

equilibriun position and be acted on by a buoyancy force

resulting in a harmonic oscillation, the frequency of which

is known as the vaisala Brunt frequency N, (Lindzen, I97I;

Tolstoy, 1963). Since gravity acts only in the vertical

direction, the related urave processes are highly

anisotropic in contrast to acoustic waves which exhibit

isotropic behaviour.

I9



In order to study the propagation of i'/aves in the

atmosphere, the physical proPerties of the atmosphpre must

be known. The principal properties are density, pressure'

composition, temperature, and motion. These parameters are

highly variable in both time and space and it is therefore

necessary to introduce. sirnplifing assumptions by means of

defining a model atmosphere from which to initiate a

mathematical description. The model atmosphere described

follows that proposed by Hines, (1960) in so far as it is

assumed, in the absence of I^IaveS, to be Stationary,

isothermal and uniform in composition. It is also assumed

to be electrically neutral and that waves undergo no

dissipation. Although this may appear an

oversimplification, the conditions of an isothermal and

stationary atmosphere can be relaxed by considering thin

isothermal layers in a reference frame moving with the

background atmosphere. The effects of Ì{ave dissipation will

be considered separately in a later discussion'

The Eulerian representation of the equations of motion

in Lhis model atmosphere can be written

Equation of continuitY:

_uP
Dt + p(v.v) 0 (2.2.r.)

Equation of force:

Pg + 2phrxVoB**n

20
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Equation of energY:

¿r
DI

¡ zDJ.vDt 0 (2.2.3.)

where the Eulerian or mobile operator is defined as

+

and

fluid velocitY

atmospheric densitY

aLmospheric Pressure

gravitational accelaration

velocity of sound

angular velocitY of the earth

The effect of the earths rotation is two fo1d. since

the atmosphere rotates with the earth then there exists a

centrifugal acceleration, the effects of which can be

incorporated into that of gravity. The second is the

Coriolis psuedo force which acÈs perpendicular to Lhe

direction of air flow and earths rotation. This apparent

deflecting force (per unit mass) appears in equation

(2.2.2) as 2ÍJxV.

A further assumption in the development of gravity wave

theory is that pertubations of the atmospheric parameters

due to a gravity v/ave are smal1; at any given time these

parameters can be represented as p = 9o* p: T=To+ Tt, P=Po+

p V is assumed zero.
o

D

DT
(y..r)a

m

J
p

p

o
_Þ.

c

v

and V=Vr, since
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ProducÈs of'the primed quantities are considered

negligable and substitution into equation (2.2.1. ) ,

(2.2.2.) and (2.2.3.) give the linearized equations of

motion.

Ítlave solutions to these equations can be found in

complex form such Èhat

V /xp'/PoP p'lpoR V z/Z € expi (ot-knx-krr) (2.2.4 .)
h

where P,R,X and Z are referred Lo as the polarization

consLants, (Hines, 1960) ' kn and k, are the horizontal

and vertical complex wavenumbers and t¡ the angular

frequency of the Í¡ave. By coordinate rotation about the

z axj-s, \,i/ave propagation is chosen to have zero y component.

The dispersj-on equation relating the horizontal and

vertical I{¡ave numbers is then

where the Vaisala

(N2- |J2)/(u2 -f',) u') / c'

Brunt frequency N = (V-t¡

off frequency N¡, = ^yg/2C

frequencyf-4nsinö/T

ki2
zk (rî (2.2.s.)

(2.2.6.)
(2.2.7.)

(2.2.8.)

1
2 s/c

the

and

acoustic cut

the inertial

Here Y is the ratio of specific heats, T the earths

ö the latitude, (Gossard and

study deals with vertical

rotation period

Hooke , I975).

Since this

and

internal v/aves ' the

to be purely rea1. A

evanescent

vectors kh and k

propagating

are considered
z

implies an

wave

purely imaginary k-
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!üave, that is a vlave which decays exponentially with height

being supported by some boundary or interface. These hlaves

will receive no further consideration. Rewriting equation

(2.2.5) with kn= tl/V, where V is the horizontal phase

velocity of the u¡ave, for k2> 0 Lhen,

N2 Y2 (2.2.9 .)
f2
u) 2

û)(Ni )
2 ø¡C 2

u)

for waves to propagate vertically. From equation (2.2.6)

and (2.2.7), Nï> N2 since Y is necessarily less Èhan 2'

Because NAIN, tDrand f are all real and positive then it is

apparent that for u)2 < f2 the condition of equation (2.2.9)

can not be met ' implying that gravity v/aves can not

propagate vertically with frequencies less than the

inertial frequency. For the region wher e f2 < tlr2 < N2

vertical propagation is allowed provided V < C. This is

referred to as the gravity wave branch and is the principal

region of concern. This region covers a frequency range

corresponding to peri-ods from 20.9 hours, being the

inertial period at 35 degrees latitude, down to the Vaisala

Brunt cut off period which, depending on altituder mâY vary

between 5 and 15 minutes.

Another region where no internal waves can propagate

lies between the Vaisala Brunt and acoustic cut off

frequencies. For N2< trl2< Ni equation (2'2'9) has no

solution. For frequencies greater than the acoustic cut off

frequency, uJ2 > Ni another domain exists called the

acousLic branch where V > C. Here the effects of gravity

can be neglected and l4¡ave propagation is isotropic and non

dispersive. 
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2.3. Ener v DroDaqation and dissipation.

fn a real atmosphere monochromatj-c waves do not

generally exist; but rather as a collection of waves of

approximately the same frequency. These I{aves inLerfere to

form a u¡ave packet or group which travel wiLh a group

velocity V^, different from the phase velocity, The energy
ts

associated with the packet travels with the same velocity

a*" the wave group , ( Yeh and Liu , I97 4) .

The variation of group velocity can best be seen using

a dispersion diagram which is a pictorial representation of

the dispersion relation (2.2,5). This can be rewritten in

the form of a general conic, i.e.

k2
z

b2
€l

k?l] 1

o2)((,)2 fr)

(2.3.1.)

(2.3.2.)

(2.3.3.)

where

and

2

a

(Ní
a

C,(N, u)

u)2)/c2

2
)

b2

Rememberíng that Ni> ¡z then for the case of gravity l{aves

with f2< u2< N2 both "t "nd b* ate positive, therefore

equaLion (2.3.1) represents a family of hyperbolae with
'L

diffêrent frequencies. For acoustic waves' ,'> Ni so b is

negative, resulting in a family of e1lipses.

(Ni
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A rüave with PropagaLion vector

horizontal and vertical components

given by

has

of the group velocity

(2.3.4a.)

(2.3.4b. )

(2.3.s.)

Irl = çti+ui)+

ôt¡

kgh ðk
V

V
ât¡

h

z

z

and

gz âk lth

Figure (2.3.1) shows the dispersion curves for the graviLy

and acoustic \dave modes in the positive kf, and k,

quadrants. Also shown are wave propagation vectors k, each

with phase elevation angles 0u and U, from the horizontal.

The direction of the group velocity vector at the point of

contact of k with any gì-ve trl contOur is derived from

equations (2.3.4a,b) to be

akgz h
V

V gh ak û)z

which is norma,l to the o contour. Therefore the direction

of the group velocity, hence energy propagation, is given

by the outward normal Èo the (l) contour at the point of

intersection wiLh the phase velocity vector' (Hines' 1960).

From this pictorial representation it is easy to see

that f or the case of acoustic r{¡aves, the direction of

energy propagation is almost collinear with that of phase

propagationr.with both able to propagate in any direction.
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GRAVITY WAVES.

(t)2

(t)3

kz v4z

ACOUSTIC hIAVES.

(t)3

v-Az

kn

Dispersion curves for selecLed gravity and acoustic

waves with or<oz(oJg. Note the high anisotropy of the

gravity wave modes. An uPPer limit exists for 0r'

where g can take any value' The diagram also illus-
a

trates the relation between the phase and group

velocities aË differen! frequencies for the two modes'

V
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kz

þ
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For gravity v/aves, depending on the rnagnitude of the

vertical hlave vector, the direction of propagation of phase

and energy can be up to 90 degrees apart. Due to the fixed

direction of the restoring force, gravity lraves are highly

anisotropic which is apparent from the diagram. For a given

frequency there is a maximum angle for phase propagation'

given by the slope of the asymPtote for that frequency. In

general, as (¡ +N, phase tends to propagate horizonEally

whereas energy propagates vertically and for o + f, phase

propagates vertically and energy horizontally. It should be

noted that the vertical components of phase and energy

propagation are in opposite directionsr âD upward transfer

of energy is associated with a downward phase progression

and visa versa.

As will be seen 1ater, the majority of waves detected

in the upper atmosphere are 1ike1y to originate from the

more energetic lower atmosphere. Because of the exponential

density distribution of the atmosphere, I{aves generated in

the troposphere will 8rol4r exponentially in amplitude as

they prop agai_e upward as a consequence of energy

conservation. since the neutral density at say 95 km is

about six orders of magnitude less than the troposphere,

then kraves generated in this region need only minuLe

amplitudes in order to significantly influence the uPper

atmospheric regions.

Itisthedissipativeeffectoftheatmosphereon

internal wave energy which results in the deposítion of the

wave energy to the background atmosphere. The effects
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of dissipation on upward propagating I¡/aves gives rise to a

significant energy transfer mechanism from the lower to the

upper atmosphere. It has been suggested, (Hines, 7963) that

this mechanism may be responsible for the high temperatures

observed in the winter time mesosphere '

The three main dissipating processes which convert wave

energytoheatareiondragrviscosityandthermal

conduction. Ohrnic loss or ion drag occurs when neutral

particles, displaced by the motion of the v/ave, collide

with the charged particles of the ionosphere. The effect of

the earths magnetic field is to restrict the motion of

these charged particles to fo1low magnetic field 1ines.

Therefore, any wave induced displacement with a component

perpendicular to the magnetic field lines will result in

energy dissipation in the form of heat. The overall effect

is to fi_1ter out those v/aves whose l{ave fronts are not

field aligned. fon drag only becomes an important

dissipative process at aluitudes greater than about 100 km

since aÈ these heights ionization is truely restricted to

move along field 1ines. At heights between about 60 km and

100 km, ionization is sti11 present but the collision

frequency is high and the effect of the earths magnetic

field on the motion of charged particles is smal1. Here in

the lower ionosphere the ionization tends to fo11ow the

neuLral moti-on.

The effect of viscosity is to randomize the urave motion

through particle collisions. small scale atmospheric

turbulence also acts in a similar fashion to
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molecular viscosity and is referred to as eddy viscosity

which is only important below the turbopause. Energy

dissipati-on due to thermal conductivity arises from the

transfer of heat from the compressed to the cooler parts of

the r4rave, that is the parcel motion is no longer adiabatic.

Thermal conducÈivity acts in a similar manner to viscosity

and the two dissipative effects can be combined to form the

effective viscosity, (Pittelùay and Hines, 1963). The result

of both dj-ssipative processes is to degrade the organized

motions of the individual particles.

The effective viscosity transfers energy from a

propagating r^rave to the background atmosphere in the form

of heat, with the smaller scale v/ave modes being the mosL

severly affected.

ical 1evel

The condition of a stationary atmosphere can now be

relaxed and a background wind vector introduced,

U=(U* rUrrUr), which is constant in space and time. Consider

the wave motion relative to a reference frame moving with

the background wind. Recalling the Eulerian operator,

aD +U +U a

Yav
+Uö o (2.4.r.)

Dr ôt *a* z ð̂z

then if the wave pertubation is expressed as
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exp i( ot-kxx-krY-krz)

where trl are measured in the fixed frame then

D a(¡ k iU k iuk
DI yv zz

iQ

where f) = t¡ - U.k (2.4.2.)

Here CI is the Doppler shifted frequency, being the hlave

frequency seen in the rnoving frame, often ca1led the

intrinsic frequency. The dispersion equatíon (2.2.5) for a

non stationary atmosphere can be written simply by

replacing the wave frequency with the intrinsic frequency'

k ( N'-Q') / (Q' -f" ) ( Ni-a' ) /c' (2 .4 .3 .)

and k

x

2

zk 2
h

Since o = Q+U.k

written

Hence, âs observed from

components of the group

the wave group velocities can be

V ( âo/ ôk ) (.aCI/âkx) U

U

U

gx x

V (ôr¡/ðk ( aCI/ ak +
gv v v

gz
( Aur/ Ak z) ( ôfì/ èk z)V

+ (2 .4 .4a .)

(2.4.4b.)

(2.4.4c.)

))

x

v

z+

a fixed reference frame, the

velocities are simPlY the sum of
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the group velocity in the moving frame and the background

wind. Theref ore, energy propagation of the l^rave packet is

advected along by the background flow in addition to its

own group velocity relative to the moving system'

In general the vertical component of the background

f low , u r, can be c.onsidered negligable compared with the

horizonLal component' therefore equation (2'4'2) can be

written,

ç¿ (2.4.5.)

From the above equation, if the horizonlLal phase velocity

is equal to the background flow then the intrinsic

frequency vanishes. This criterion defines a critical layer

where coupling between the wave and the wind takes p1ace.

Here the r{ave frequency is Doppler shifted to zelo and the

Í¡ave energy and momentum is transferred to the background

wind, (Hines and Reddy, Ig67; Booker and Bretherton, 1967).

Ref lection of the r{ave occurs where k'r< O, (Pitteway

and Hines, 1965). For the case of medium scale gravity

waves where the earths rotation can be neglected ' 1{aveS are

reflected when Q .-_+¡¡ and when the horizonÌLal phase

velocity, CI/kh ---Ð NC/NA. The f irst condition rnay occur

when 1/aves propagate antiparallel to strong background

winds and are Doppler shifted to higher frequencies. The

latter condition, unrelated to the wind fie1d, limits the

horizon|al phase speed of the ulave' In a

UUJ k xx
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non isothermal atmosphere, the height profile of NC/NA

gi-ves rise to reflection 1evels in the atmosphere for liraves

with high phase velocities. This will be discussed in

greater detail 1ater.

Levels of reflection and criLical coupling are brought

about by Lhe Doppler shifting of the h¡ave frequency by the

mean f1ow. For an isotropic wave fie1d, originating 1ow in

the atmosphere and propagating to higher altitudes, the

middle atmospheric wind field can act as a directional

filter, allowing h¡aves of only certain azimuths to reach

the upper atmosphere, ef f ectively polarizing the \4Iave

fie1d, (Cowli-ng et a1, L97I; Yeh et aI, I972; I'rraldock and

Jones, 1984).

2.5. The effects of gravitY \,iraves on the 
^557.7 

nm airglow

eml-ssl-on.

As a gravity r^¡ave propagates through the atmosphere it

perturbes Lhe loca1 atmospheric density and temperature'

therefore affecting the atmospheric photochemistry by

altering the reaction rates and concentrations of Èhe

atmospheric species, (Frederick , L979) .Equation ( 1 .3. I 1 )

shows that the intensity of the x557.7 nm emission is

strongly influenced by the atomic oxygen concentration and

only weakly dependent on temperature. For this reason the

effect of a tenperature pertubation on the intensity of the

emission through the reaction raLes of the emission

mechanisms is small and fluctuations in the x557.7 mn

emission brought about by the passage of a gravity wave

2a
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L'i11 be considered entirely due to pertubations in the

atomic oxygen concentration.

By observing relative fluctuations in Ëhe amplitude of

the enission, the relative amplitude of the atmospheric

density oscillations caused by a gravity wave may be

inferred.

For the model atmosphere described in 52.2 and if

diffusive equilibriun can be assumed then the densÍty of

each atmospheric constituent decreases with altitude as

exp(-z/H.), wher" H. is the scale height of constituent c.

If diffusive separation resulting from the \^rave motion

itself can be neglected, that is the time scale for the

wave oscillation is much 1ess. than the diffusion times of

the individual species, (Dudis and Reber, I976; Molina,

1983) and since the photochemical lifetime of the oxygen

perturbation is long compared to the wave period, (Tohmatsu

and Nagata, 1963)' then

(Lp/p)(YH-Ho)/((v-t)Ho) (2.s.r.)

where po and p are the mean densities of atomic oxygen and

the background atmosphere respectively, Ho the scale height

of atomic oxygen and Â indicaLes fluctuations in the

parameter. Now

(r/lol)/(älol/ðz)

( 
^po 

/o o)

-I /H o
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and

Apo/po = ^[o]/tol

1 + (tH/tol)(aIo]/az)
( i-v)

3kr.[O]2

Qkzrr

(2.5.3.)

(2.5.4.)

Rearranging equation (2.5.1.) gives

^[0]t0l
& 0Ap

p

krkrtr [0] 3

p

n¡hich relates the relative fluctuations in the atomic

oxygen concentration to that of the background aLmospheric

density. This expression, obtained by l'ileinstock' (1978) by

means of different considerations, also holds if diffusive

equilibrium is not assumed.

To relate AQ/Q to A[0]/[0]' the question of the

emission mechanisrn arises. For the Chapman mechanism,

recalling equation ( 1 .3.9 )

Atol l+tr(kzlol+ks[02]) (l+tr(kz[0]+k'Ior]))'
AQ

AQ

3Q

3

t0l 1+'r1(kz [0]+t s [02 ] )

g i ving

a
^[0]
t0l

(2.s.s.)

Using the rate coefficienÈs of Slanger and B1ack, (I977)

and the aÈomic and molecular oxygen concentrations at the

peak of the emission layer from Battaner, (I975) then
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^Q/Q
2.r Atol/tol

Sirnilarly for the Barth mechanism

(2.5.6.)

(2.s.7 .)
^Q/Q

1.e 
^[0] 

/lol

Here the exact shape of the emission profile is

uninportant provided that the IO], [0zl and the reaction

rates do not change very much wj-thin the emission layer.

Conbining equations (2.5.4) and (2.5.6,7 ) gives a relation

between the relative intensi-ty fluctuations of the green

line emission and the background atmospheric density due Lo

the passage of a gravity wave

Lp /p (r/2.1s)^Q/Q (2.5.9.)

for the Chapman mechanism and,

Lp/ p (I/I.eo)AQ/Q (2.5.9.)

for the Barth mechanism.

The value of o depends on the relative height

distribution of the emíssion and atomic oxygen profiles.

Since the observation of intensity fluctuations comes from

a narrow emission 1ayer, then Ëhe values defining o' in

equation (2.5.4) will depend on where this layer is

situated in relation to the atomic oxygen profile.
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Three cases are considered. The first is for the

emission maximum occuring above the atomic oxygen peakr âs

suggested by the observations of 0fferman and Drescher

(1973). The second is where Èhe emission and atomic oxygen

peaks are coincident r I€ported from the measurements made

by Thomas et al (1981) and finally where the emission peak

occurs on the underside of the atomic oxygen maximum. This

final hypothesis, put forward by Rao et a1, (1982), uses

modelled atomic oxygen profiles and theoretically

determÍnes the height differences between the atomic oxygen

and emission peaks for both the chapman and Barth

mechanisms. The results of Rao et aI, (1982) shor+ that the

peaks are essentially the same height for the chapman

mechanism but are displaced, with the emission peak being

up to 3.6 kn lower than the atomic oxygen maximum, if the

BarÈh mechanism is assumed.

The values of H, t0] and ðlol/a" whích specify o in

equation (2.5.4) have been avera.ged over the emission layer

and are summarízed for the three hypotheses in the

following table

Hypothesis 0 Lp /p ß^Q/Q

Qr* > [o]r,n -0.6 ß C

B

c

B

B

8

9

4

4

3

0

0

0

0

I

a zm [0]r* -1.3

Qr* < [o]r, -0.4

Table 2
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hlhere C and B refer to the Chapman and Barth mechanísms

respectively, Qr* and [0]r* being the altitude of the peaks

in the emission and the aÈomic oxygen height profiles.The

fact that o(0 indÍcate that the variations in the density

are out of phase with those of atomic oxygen concentraÈiont

(lrleinsÈock , I978 ¡ Battaner and Molina, 1980 ) .

The significance of the relation between relative

intensity fluctuations in the green emission to those of

Èhe atmospheric density will become apparent later when

estimates of gravity I\Iave energy densities are derived from

observations of the À557.7nm nightglow Íntensity.
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Chapter 3. The three field photomeÈer.

3.1 . Introduction.

Fluctuations in the intensity of up to six different

nighLglow emissions from three separate regions of the sky

can be simultaneously measured by a photoneter to be

described. The instrument is

photometers sharing the same

driven wheel with Positions

can be remotely controlled,

cyclically placed into each

field photometer (3FP) i" of

essentially three individual

objective optics. A motor

for six interference filters

allowing the filters to be

of the three fields. The Èhree

novel design and highly

different nightglow emissionsflexible in as much as many

can be studied, either for comparison or individually.

The f irst photometer ì,ì¡as constructed in 1980. This

instrumenL was insÈa11ed and made operational at Mawson

base, Antarctica (-67 "S , 62"8) , in 1981 . During this time a

second identical instrumenL L'as constructed, and in late

Ig82 \¡/as commissioned aÈ Mt. Torrens (34'S, 138 oE), near

Adelaide. A total of 55 nights of data were recorded at

Mawson; however, none of these data I{ere suitable for

analysis due to the overwhelming noise from the 
^557.7 

nm

auroral emission. Although it was obvious the aurora would

be present, it was expected that there would be times when

the auroral oval hlas well enough removed from Mawson to

a1low the nightglow emj-ssion to predominate. This I{/as noL

the case, and, being a time of solar maximum, the zenith

aurora u/as rarely negligable for any significant interval.
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Thi s

from

thesis will therefore deal exclusively with results

data later obtained from the Mt. Torrens instrument.

3.2. Optics.

The photomeËer optics are schematically shown in figure

(3.2.1 ) . The objective lens, L r, forms the enLrance pupil

to the system and is the only part of the instrument

exposed to the outside environment. A glass wi-ndow, mounted

on an electrically heated metal cylinder, is positioned

below it to contain and r¡arm the air, preventing hlater

vapour from inside the laboratory from condensing on the

1ens.

A second 1ens, Lz, Positioned a distance 7z (the back

focal length of lens Lz) below the objective, focusses a

cone of light onto the image plane such that the axis of

the cone is para11e1 to the central axis of the insLrumenË,

that is perpendicular to the image plane. This then

describes a telecentric optical system, that is, the axis

of the light cone subtended at the image plane is always

perpendicular to the image plane for all three fÍe1ds.

The fields of the photometer are defined by three field

stops in the inage plane which are separated by angles of

I2O degrees. If the distance to the centre of the field

stop from the central axis is b then the off zenith angle

to Lhe centre of each field is given by,

arctan(b /Iz)e

39
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The

the

angular field of view

diameter of t.he field

field, ü , is defined by

such that

of each

stop, d

u 2(arcran[ (2b+d) /zt11 - 0 ) (3.2.2.)

the shape of the field stops, hence Lhe fields of view

being circular. From the dimensions of the instrument and

using field stops of 48mn diameter then 0 =5.2 degrees

and û =3.3 degrees.

Projecting to the 95 km 1evel gives each field a diameter

of 5.5 km, centred at the apexes of an equilateral triangle

and separated by a distance of 13 km.

A wheel lies in the focal plane of the instrument with

positions for six field stops. This wheel can be motor

driven in increments of 60 degrees allowing each stop to be

cyclically placed into each fie1d. The field stops used

here are interference filters which not only define the

síze of the field but also the wavelength of light

detected.

Imrnediately below the filter wheel is an electrically

operated rotary solenoid which, whenever deactivated,

optically isolates the detector system. Divergent light

from the filters pass through the open shutter and is

collimated onto the exit pupils which 1ie on the

photocathodes of the phoÈomu1tiplíer detectors.

Lenses Lz and Le have antireflection coatings so'

dj-scounting the interference filters, losses due to Fresnel

reflection from all of the optical components is

approximately 2OZ.
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3.3. Detectors.

The three photornultiplier detectors are EMI type 96588

with S20 photocathodes deposited on a prismatic window. The

spectral response of the photocathode peaks aÈ around À430

nm and declines, almost linearly, to a cut off at about

'À900 nm. The quantum efficiency, q(À), of a photocathode at

a given vlavelength is defined as the number of

photoelectrons emitted from the photocathode per incident

photon, usually expressed as a percentage. If the

photocathode materj-a1 is deposited on the underside of a

plane window, photons passing through the window may be

reflected from the glass-photocathode interface and 1ost.

The effect of a prismatic window is to totally internally

reflect these photons, enabling them to be incident on the

photocathode more than once, thereby increasing the overall

quantum efficiency, (Qke and schild, 1968). Below is the

quantum efficiency for selected wavelengths taken from the

EMI specification.

96sBB À( nm) q(À) %

430

500

530

558

630

25

19

t7

15

10

Table (3.3.1)

Since the photomultipliers are used in a low light

1eve1 application, a pulse counting detection technique is

used. To reduce the dark count 1eve1 generated by
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thermionic emission at the phoLocathode, the

phoÈomultipliers are cooled. For the S20 photocathode the

dark count rate can be reduced by thlo orders of magnitude

by cooling to abouE -20"C, (Harkin et â1, 1969; Davies,

Ig72). This is achieved by sealing the photomultipliers in

a stainless steel cooling chamber through which is pumped a

methanol water coolant from a remote refrigeration p1ant.

The system gives operating temperatures typically of -25"C.

To prevent condensation of r¡ater on the photocathodes,

three thermal windows, consisting of dry nitrogen fil1ed

perspex ce11s, are sealed above the photocathodes.

Each photomultiplier has its oh'n variable power supply.

Prior to Ínsta11ation, each photomultiplier was tested

under cooled conditions with a constant low 1eve1 light

source. Individual tube characteristics were assesed and

supply voltages chosen such that each tube Ìvas operated at

its optimum signal to noise ratio and high gain, (Jonas and

Alon , I97L).

High speed pulse amplifiers are connected to the anodes

of each photomultiplier with a 1ow 1eve1 discriminator

distinguishing, to some extent, photon induced counts from

lower 1evel background noise. The pulse width is then

standar d,ized with a monostable to 20 ns to comply with the

minimum pulse width detecLable by the counting circuitry.

The pulse amplífier-discriminators have frequency responses

of approximately 20 YIHz, and are mounted in three separate

metal boxes directlY below the
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piÌ.)tomultiplier cooling unit. The entire instrument, with

associated electronics, is housed in a light proof metal

cabinet with renovable doors for access to the filter wheel

assembly and electronics. A cross sectional view of the

phoLometer, showing component layout can be seen in figure

(3.3.1)

3.4. Filters.

In order to select regíons of the nightglow for

analysis, narro\¡/ bandpass ínterf erence f ilters hrere

arcran (Dt/2Iz)
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used as

field stops in the focal plane of the photometer. These

interference filters are essenLially Fabry-Perot eÈa1ons

with a solid dielectric spacer an intergral number of half

wavelengths thick at the desired transmitÈing \{avelengÈh.

Either side of the spacer are dielectric stacks consisting

of alternating high and 1ow refractive index quarter wave

layers. The bandpass and bandwidth of Èhese filters are

specified using co11i-nated lighÈ normally incident to the

filter. If incident light is at a smal1 angle to the

filter, the bandpass is shifted Èo shorter \{avelengths and

the bandwidth broadened. The displacement of the bandpass

when a filter is in a convergent beam of semi angle $ is

one half of the displacement when the filter is in a

collimated beam incident at an angle Q to the normal,

(Eather and Reasoner , L969).

The semi angle of convergence of incident light on the

filters is given by

0 (3.4.1.)
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!ühere Dr is the aperature diameter of the objective lens.

This was taken into account when specifying filters for the

photometer. Other factors affecting the bandpass of

interference filters are â8€, temperature and their

moisture resistance, (Blifford, 1966). In order to fine

tune the filters, allowance u¡as made to tilt them in their

holders.

All filter calibrations k¡ere performed with the filters

located in the photometer. For this in sj-tu techniQUê, the

objective lens I^Ias covered and a removable calibration

light source carrier introduced directly above the filter

as illustrated in Figure ( 3.3 .1 . ) . A fibre optic bundle,

spread into a linear array l^tas fixed in front of the exit

slit of a grating monochromator; the fibre bundle was then

passed through a light tight feed through in the photometer

cabinet to the light source carrier. The fibres terminate

at .the focal point of a plano convex 1ens, the surface of

which is unpolished Èo diffuse the light. The field of view

and aperature are now defined by the filÈer and exit pupil

diarneters; light from the carrier is thus equivalent to a

diffuse monochromatic source from the sky. This method has

the disti_nct advantage of calibrating the filters in

identical conditions Ëo normal photometer operation.

Using a white light source with the necessary blocking

filters, the monochromator was scanned and the photoneter

data logging system used to record filter tranmission

characteristics. The filters used and their specifications
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are tabulated below. The À530 nm and À500 nm filÈers were

used to measure the nightglow continuum in the region of

the 
^557.7 

nm emission. The À435 nm filter h,as employed to

deternine observing conditions by measuring the À435.8 nm

mercury emission from city street lights ' scattered by

atmospheric haze or c1oud.

FilLer bandpass bandwidth (FLIHM)

(.,* ) nm)(

558

530

500

435

557.8

530

496

435.8

0.8

4

1

1.6

Table ( 3.4 . 1)

3.5. Expected signal and scaling.

The basic unit for measuring airglow intensity is the

Rayleigh, R, named after the fourth Lord Rayleigh who made

the first measurements of the absolute intensity of the

nightglow. Airglow has an apparent surface brightness or

intensity, but the emission is from a volume of excited gas

along the line of sight of the observer. The output of an

emitting column with a cross section of one square

centimetre and assuming isotropic emission with no

scattering or absorption may be expressed by

r-I = I Q(r) dr
J

0
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\^'here Q( r )

ùravelength a distance

The airglow-I

Rayleigh is the

photons

number of

r fron the observer

intensity is then I
ttsurfacett emission

-a - ì - 1

CMSTS

pho ton s ent er ing

field ofA and

is the volumetric emission rate for a given

in megaphotons

Rayleighs. That

or intensity of

-1cm-. - sec

is one

105 / +tr

The the photometer with

view o steradians isenLrance pupil area

therefore

If photometer

transmittance

given by T(À)

Ao T/ (4nx 10-: ) photons -1 (3.s.2.)sec

optic losses are assumed to be 2O7. and filter

and photomultiplier quantum efficiency are

and q(À) respectively then the count rate is,

0.8 s(À) T(À) Ar¡ Ix106 (3.s.3.)
4t¡

The intensity of the L557.7 nm nightglow is typically 250R

(Chamberlain, I961), therefore, from photometer and filter

specifications given earlier, the expected count rate from

the 
^557 

.7 nm emission gives P = 600 KHz.

As stated, the filter wheel is rotated in steps'

pausing in each position. The total time for the filter

wheel to rotate one fu11 revolution is 30 seconds, this

then gives the sampling time for any one filter in a given

fie1d. For gravity waves, the Vaisala Brunt cut off

frequency determines the lower limit and aL 95 km this

P

4B



corresponds to a period of about 5 minutes. This is well

above the minimum measurable period by the photometer of

one minuLe, given by the Nyquist sampling condiLion.

For reliable filter wheel movemenÈ, this sampling raLe

gives an acquisition tirne of 3.6 seconds in each field with

a travel time of 1.4 seconds between fields. This gives the

average counts per sampling interval of 2.2xIOG counts.

The x557.7 nn airglow emits isotropically over a large

region and because Èhe photometer samples only a small

fraction of this region then the measured counts per time

interval will have a Poisson distribution wiÈh a variance

equalling the mean. This gives an expected standard

deviation of = 1480. Scaling of the counts is necessary

since 16 bit counters are used and, for greater

flexibility, a manually selectable scaling range from 32 to

2048 in pohrers of 2 is used. In order to reduce scaling

errors, scale factors much less than the standard deviaLion

were used, but not so smal1 as to overflow the counters

during an enhancement of the nightglow. Scaling factors for

the other filters r{ere similarly selected.

3.6. Photometer control.

The phoLometer has been desj-gned to operate

automatically with control of the instrument and data

logging directed by a CBM micro computer. PhotomeÈer

functions controlled by the computer are; filter wheel

position, shutter and photomultiplier polùer suPplies.
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These are controlled by an eight bit control word which may

be overridden to al1ow for manual operation via front panel

conLrols. Photometer status is read by Èhe computer by two

eight bit staLus words containing information on the filter

wheel position, shutter status and the preset scaling

factors for each filter. The status word also contains an

overlight bit, activated from a light sensitive detector

located below the objective lens. This safeguard offers

protection to Èhe photomultipliers by closing the shutter

and turning off the power supplies if the light 1evel

approaches a predetermined upper lirnit, typically that of a

fu11 moon aL zenith. Another safeguard is a lock out timer

which cuts power to the photomeÈer and microcomputer once a

set time has been reached, also preventing a cold start

af ter a pov¡er f ailure.

Communication between photometer and computer is serial

via para1le1-serial converters. Scaled counts from each

field are transmitted along three separate lines to

counters interfaced to the computer. All lines in and out

of the photometer are optically isolated to reduce any

electrical interference.

Acquisition timing is controlled by the computer t s

internal clock, giving a time jitter error of less than Iz

aL the maximum counting frequency. Prior to an observation

run, start and stop times are entered via the keyboard and

after setting the photometer to automatÍc mode the system

can be left to operaÈe unattended. After'reaching the start

time the computer will begin to step the filter
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wheel and record data while continually checking photometer

status and the overlight condition. After the stop time has

been exceeded the system will automatically close down.

Scaled counts and scaling factors which are read from

the photometer are recorded on floppy disk. Every thirty

seconds a toÈal of 18 numbers, up to eight dig.its eachr are

outputted fron the photometer corresponding to Èhe six

filter positions and three fields of view. To increase the

data capacity of the storage medium the counts are not

rescaled but instead a single digit, representing Èhe scale

factor, is coded into the scaled counts and recorded. This

gives a data capacity of about nine hours of continuous

operation which is adequate for a ful1 nights observing.

A block diagram showing the conplete photorneter system

can be seen in figure ( 3. 6. I ) .
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Ccntrpl and Status Formats.
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Figure 3.6.1. Block diagram of photometer and associated equipment.
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Chapter 4. Data Analysis.

4.L. Introduction.

Between the months of December 1982 and July 1984 a

total of 4L nights of photoneter observations were recorded

using the Mt. Torrens photoneter. Power failures and ot.her

unforseen problens resulted in only 23 nights where the

data length was of sufficient duratlon for adequate

anal-ysis. Due to poor observing conditions, only 16 of

these 23 nights r,rere of high enough quality to be

considered for the presented analysis. 0f the data

selected, Ëhe seasonal distribUtion of the observations is

approxinately equal with six summer, six winter and four

equinoxial observations.

Apart from diurnal varÍations, fluctuations in the

nightgl-ow intensity recorded by the photometer are

considered to be nainly due to atmospherÍc gravÍty waves

passing across the fields of yiew. In order to deconpose

this hrave field into single wave groups of individual

periods and velocities, a cross spectral analysis method

was used on the records. This involved taking each pair of

fields in turn and conputi-ng the amplitude and phase

spectra for each frequency interval. An estimate of the

coherence between the three cross spectra gíves a measure

of the correlation between the tine series. These

parameters enabl-e phase and hence time shifts to be

inferred for all periodicities showing high power and

coherence. A true horizontal phase velocity can then be

assigned to any deÈected wavelike dísturbance.
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The data, originally recorded

hrere transferred to mass storage

L73 nainfrane conputer which was

on nÍni floppy disks,

on the University t s Cyber

used for the analysis.

4.2. Data preselection.

The rav¡ data for each night r{ere plotted and visually

inspected for quality. High correlaÈion between the

background recordings at À435 DDr À500 trEr and À530 nn with

the 
^557.7 

nm emission usually indicated extraneous 1-ight

interference, presumably due to scaLtered 1Íght from cloud

or haze. This contamination, although often j-ntermittenÈ,

usua11-y precluded the data fron any further analysis.

Acceptable data ideally contained snooth, oscÍ11ating

f luctuations in the )'557.7 nm signal conpared to the lower,

much less eventful recordings of the background.

0ccasiona11y, never simultaneously in all fields,

random high level spuri-ous spikes were nonitored. The exact

cause of these events is not known but sÍnce their duration

was always for only one data point, their generation could

not be due to any atnospheric airglow phenomena. Likely

causes for these spikes are real enissions, such as meteors

or aircraft lights or a non luminous effect generated by

the photomul-tipliers and electronícs from radioactive decay

or electrical interference. These spikes were removed and

set to the 1oca1 data mean.
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4.3. Prespectral data treatment.

For any gÍven filter there is a tine delay between

measurements fron one field to Èhe next as the filter moves

between fields on the filter wheel-. Taking field one as an

arbitary reference, if the filter wheel moves fron field

one to two and on to three, then the tine series for fíeld

two is tenporalLy retarded one third, for field three two

thírds of a filter wheel revolutÍon with respect to field

one. For the case of a filter wheel revolution of thirty

seconds field two lags field one by ten seconds and field

three lags field one by trventy seconds. A parabolic

interpolation over Lhree points was used to advance fields

Lr+o and three the necessary fracÈions of a data interval to

make the observations in each of the three fields

effectively sÍnultaneous, (Bevington, L969).

Although the photonultipliers were selected to be as

sinilar as possible with their operating voltages set to

give maximum signal to noise ratio, the gains of the tubes

$rere different. In order that each fÍe1d would be given

equaL weighti.g, the tine series 1íere normaized by dividing

each series by its total number of counts.

The mean of each tine seríes was subtracted and any

linear trend removed to Ímprove the stationarity of the

data. This results Ín the removal of the zero frequency and

the suppression of the lowest, non zelo frequency component

in the spectra.

Since the recordíngs hlere of finite duration the data

series were nultiplied by a data window of anplitude one

which steps to zero outside the data interval.
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The Fourier transforn of the data is therefore the

convolution of the data spectrum with the spectral window,

the Fourier transforn of the data window. The abrupt edges

of a square data window give rise to sÍde lobes i-n the

spectral window which can leak power inÈo Lhe higher

frequency conponents, decreasing their reliability, (Brault

and ltlhite , 7971; Bracewell, 1965). To reduce this leakage

the first and last 707, of the data were nultiplied by a

cosine taper thereby rounding the edges of the data window

resulting in a significant attenuation of the side 1obes,

(Jenkins and hlatts, 1969).

By shaping the data window, spectral leakage can be

reduced but never entirely elininated. SÍnce the average

data length was between seven and eight hours with a

sanpling interval of thirty seconds, the analysÍs could

provide information for periodicÍties between one minute

and about four hours. Inspection of the data suggested

periods ranging fron the Vaisala Brunt cut off to a few

hours with a seeningly high percentage of perÍods between

ten and forty minutes. In order to obtain the best spectral

estimates for these frequencies, leakage fron the lower

frequencies could be further reduced by prewhitening the

spectrurn, (Jenkins, 1961). As the name suggests, this

ínvolves flattening or whítening the spectrun, decreasing

the power in the 1or.¡er f requencies and theref ore further

decreasing leakage caused by the spectral window. This is

done príor to transformaLion by digitally filtering the

data with a sinple first dÍfference filter

xt-1Yt = *t (4.3.1.)



This results

nultipl-ied by

give by

Ín the anplitude and phase spectra being

functÍons of the filterthe gain and phase

c(f) 2 | sinnf I

o<
0(f) Tr(f-å)

where at is the sanpling interval and f Lhe frequency,

(Jenkins and l,/atts, 1969). As can be seen Èhe galn function

strongly attenuates the l-ow frequencies, acting as a high

pass filter. Although the digital filter phase shifts the

spectra, the relative phase between fiel-ds renains

unaltered since the same filter Ís applied to the tine

series of all three fields.

4.4. Cross spectral estimates.

Each time series was then Fourier transforned using a

fast Fourier Lransform routine, (Brighan, L974). hlhere

digital filtering was applied, the transform u¡as recoloured

by ngltipling by the inverse gain function. If Xr(t)

represents the tine serÍes for field n then

FFTx (r)<-+ A_(f )m' ' m

For the cross sPectrun

co spectrum is defined

+ jBm(f)

m=I ,2 r3

between two series, the in Phase or

âs r (Jenkins and lrratts, 1969)

(4.4.1,.)

L(f),o' IA*(f)An(f) Bm(f )Br,( r)l/c(r)r (4.4-2.)
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and the out of phase or quadrature spectrun

(f) A (f)B
mmn n

The cross spectrun is then

cmn(r) = L*n(t)qQmn(f) (4.4.4-)

mn= 12 ,23 ,3L

To increase the rellabi1ity, these estimates can be

averaged over several adjacent frequency intervals to give

the snoothed spectral estimate" lrrr, õrrr, and õrrr. For

convenience the frequency dependence has been dropped ín

the followÍng discussion.

The smoothed cross amplitude spectral estimate can nov¡

be defined as

1
2 (4.4.5.)

a lAm(f)Bn(f) (f)l/G(f)r (4.4.3.)

mn=12,23 r3I

A
mn

2

mn
(L + 0;" )

For a blvariate analysis, the cross anplitude spectrun

gives a measure of the comnon power betY¡een the two tine

series m and n for each frequency ínËerval. Since both tine

series have been nornalized, the cross amplitude estinates

Ëhe spectral densitY.

The snoothed phase spectral- estimator is,

õ arctan ( -Qr'/frr, ) (4.4.6.)
mn

which estÍnates the phase difference between series n and n

for each frequencY ínterva1.
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I,Ihen the spectral density and phase spectra are used in

conjunction it is possible to ídentify frequencies having

high pov¿er which are common to both serÍes and the relative

phase relationship at those frequencies-

An additional parameter is also introduced, the squared

coherence spectral. estimator.

c C (4.4.7 .)
mm nn

The smoothed squared coherence, or more conveniently the

coherence, provides a non dinensional measure of the

correlation between the tÍto tine series as a function of

frequency, ranging from zero for uncorrelated series to one

for Ídentical serÍes. It should be noted that the

recolouring of the data does not change the phase or

coherence spectra but only reconstitutes the weight to the

lower frequency spectral conponents in the spectral

density.

The 1_ength T of the record determines the extent to

which peaks in the Spectra nay be distingushed: the ninimum

resolvable frequency is given by 2/T - The sanpling

Ínterva1, Ât determines the maximum frequency which can be

obtained and is given by the Nyquist condÍtion, fN= I/2tt

Spectral snoothing by averaging over a number of spectral

intervals, decreases the frequency resolution

proportionally and a conpronise must be nade as to the

reliability of the spectrum and the degree of resolution

required.

A2
mn

l2
mn
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The cross spectral analysis is done for each pair of

fields taken cyc1ically. The three resultj-ng cross and

coherence spectra are averaged together to increase

reliability withouÈ loss of resolution. This procedure is

done for all of the observed optical emissi-ons for each

frequency interval.

4.5. Horizontal phase velocity.

The purpose of the spectral- analysis is to deternine

the horizontal phase velocíties of any periodic

fluctuations present ín the records. It is assuned that

these fluctuations are principally due to the propagation

of internal- atmospheric gravity waves and that these waves

exhibit plane wave fronts and do not significantly change

in structure while passing over the fields of view of the

photoneter. These assunptions seem to be reasonable for

mediun scal-e gravity l,raves and nake f or a simpler

calculatíon of horizontal phase velocity.

For a given optical enission, the phase sPectrum Qr'

gives the tine differences for each frequency interval

between any two of the three fields.

T =t t 0 /2rf (4.5.1.)
mn m mn

The apparent velocitÍes in the direction of the line

joining fields m and n are therefore

d/"r
mn

n

v
mn
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where d=l3 km, the dístance separaÈing the fíe1ds at the 95

km level-. These velocities are component velocities of the

ï¡ave front and a true phase velocity, V can be realized by

taking the perpendicular fron the orÍgi-n to the line of

best fit of the three apparent velocity vector endpoints t

(Freund and Jacka, L979). Figure (4.5.1) shows the field

orientations for the Mt. Torrens photoneter wÍth an exanple

of how the phase velocity is determÍned fron the apparent

velocities. The direction of V is given by 0 taken

clockwise fron north. For the exanple given, the 1lne of

best fit can be considered as the wave front moving across

the fields with speed indicated by the length of the vector

V and direction 0. For thÍs instance the wave front r+ould

first be detected in field two and then field one¡ so field

Ër.¡o would lead f iel-d one. Sinilarly, f ield one leads f íeld

three so the apparent velocities v2r and vr3 are positive,

however, field three lags field two naking v3z negative.

Ideally the three time shÍfts should sun to zero and an

indication of this is given by the linear correlation

coefficient to the line of best fit, (Briggs and Golley,

1969).

4.6. Error estinates.

Since the photoneter records only a small sanple of Lhe

enitted phoÈons fron the nightglow pattern the tine shifts,

and hence the horizonÈa1 phase velocities, are statistical

estinates of these parameters. Fol-l-owing Freund and Jacka

(L979), the relative error in the phase
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velocity can be quantified by considering

number of photons to be recorded by field

sinusoidal oscillation to be represented

the expected

m from a

as

<N (r)> N lr
m o

+ esin 2r(t
2T

rm)l (4.6.1.)

(4.6.2.)

where T is the period of the oscÍllation, No the background

l-evel- and e the relative peak to peak intensity

fluctuation, all considered constant. The general forn of

the variance of a function t(xi) nay be wrÍtten êsr

( Beving t on , 1969)

o2 çf¡ =

so

o'( N
m

T

If the signal is observed for

several periods then the mean

(Noen /TY(.os'2n,(-t--tr)) 02:(tm¡ (4'6'3')

I o2(xr)

)

a tine Tl extendlng over

variance reduces to

o2(N ( Noen /T)' TLo' (r^) /2) (4.6.4.)

since

Because N

so equation

(cos22T'(/T(t-t*))

is distributed
(4.6.4) can be

1
2

("1 /re)' (2/NoTL )

as a Poisson variate o'lN )= N'm'o
written as

)o2 (t
m
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The

(4.5.2)

apparent velocitj-es are

so for equivalent fields

expressed by equation

o2 ( tr)=o2 ( trr) , theref ore

02(v)/u'= 2v2o2(t )/¿" (4.6.6.)
m

Each field is viewed sequentially, therefore the nean

rel-atÍve error ís lncreased by a factor of three. ConbinÍng

equations (4.6.6) and (4.6.5) gives,

o(vl (4.6.7 .)I
2v

To include the effects of the Ínstrunent then No can be

taken to be the mean number of counts which can be

expressed as trl6Iox 1OG where trl is the solid angle of the

field of view, Io the nean nightgl-ow intensity in

Rayleighs, and ô incorporates the optic losses and detector

ef f icíency. ObservÍng a plane r{¡ave of period 20 ninutes f or

40 ninutes and using the instrument specifications

discussed in S3.3 and 53.5 wíth e =O.O2, then for an

apparent velocity of say 50 ms-r the mean relative error

that qan be expected in the apparent velocity is about 27".

Further error is also íntroduced in the nethod of

analysi-s. The variance of the spectral estinates can be

reduced by snoothÍ.ng, however this decreases the resolution

and a compromise must be reached. To estimate this error in

the phase velocity derived fron the spectral analysj.s

requires an estinate of the spectral phase variance.
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This is given by, (JenkÍns and I'Iatts, 1969)

õo2(

mn

(4.6.9.)

(4.6.9 .)

) = r(1/v)[ t /1-ån 1l
mn

where v is the number of spectral estinates averaged and Ï2 
r,

the nean coherence. As can be seen, for the variance in the

phase estÍmate to be sma1l the tine series must exhibit

high coherence.

As mentioned earlier, a finite data length inplies a

convolution of the spectrum with the spectral wj.ndow. The

effect of this i-s to broaden the spectral peaks and

introduce leakage between closely spaced frequency

intervals, introducing a bias into the spectrun. This

leakage can be reduced by window shaping but noË

elininaÈed. The most signi-f icant bias appears i-n the

quadrature spectra, near zeÍo where the anplitude is snall

or in areas where Èhe spectrum changes rapidly. This

leakage produces bÍas in the phase estinate and can be

expressed 8sr (Jenkins and I{atts, 1969)

dõ d 1nE2
B ( 0 )mn df df

The constant relates the type of window used and the

equation can be rewítten using df = v/T

0.063 A0 Atn(f2 )- mn'( )B 0
mn 2 mn

V
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The mean

veloc ity
(4.6.10)

square error r or the variance of

is gíven by the sum of equations

the true phase

(4.6.8) and

o2 {õrn )
0.004 (¡õ A1nf 2 )r,* I

,-l) (4.6.11.)I
t

o2 (a)

where A

* l{ *'zr/v i)

mn v K

* [( r/vr)

t I("r /v))'

(4.6.12.)

mn4V mn

wirh o2('r*r,) = o'(õr,)/(znt)2

As discussed in 54.5, a straÍght line i-s fÍtted to the

apparent velocíty vector endpoints. This is done by

transforning the vectors to an xrY (East, North) coordinaLe

systen and using a standard least square fitting routine to

give the l-ine of best fit' Y=a+bx. The relative error in

the apparent velocity is 
.o'(u) /u2 =o2 ("r) /"r' where the

subscripts have been onitted for c1ari.ty. This shows that

the errors in the velocitÍes are not equally weighted since

the error in the apparent velocity is 1-arge for smal1 tíne

shífts. The uncertainty in the coefficients are then

approximated by, (Bevington, 1969)

o2(b)

[1rlvr) Ic'.i /vr)

The horizontal phase velocity, y is found fron the

perpendicular, through the orÍgÍn, to the line of best fit.

The distance of the origÍn to the intersecLion of the line

y=a+bx and y=-x/b gives the nagnítude of the velocity with

the direction measured clockwíse from the y axis. In
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polar coordinates the velocÍty can be rePresented,

I(r,0) Yt (a' /b'+t ¡å,arctai(-Þ) l (4.6.13. )

From the above equation the uncertainty Ín the nagnitude of

the velocÍty can be determined as

o2 (v) / v2 o2 (a) / a2 + o2(b)/a2 (4.6 .L4.)

and the direction

02(0) o'(b) cosao (4.6.1s) 
i

i

4.7 . Select ion críteria.

This analysis was carried out for each pair of fields taken

cyc1ically, i.e. mn=(1r3) , (3r2) and (2rl), resulting in a

phase ve1-ocity with associated error estinate 1"d 
1ínear

correlation coefficient' nean spectral densÍty and

coherence for each frequency interval up to the Nyquíst cut

off for the x557 .7 nm and background emíssions. In order Lo

examine any short perÍodícities in the data whÍch nay be

averaged out if coherent only for a few cycles, the data

fron each night was nultiplied by a data window of variabl-e

length. The analysis was then iterated for each window and

stepped an inÈerval of about 2O7" of the window length along

the full data length. The data r{ere also analysed by first

averaging over two spectral estimates, thereby giving good

fr equency
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resolution, and again averaged over three or four to gÍve

greater reliability once doninant periodicitÍes were

indentified.

For apparent periodicities to be regarded as real-

periodic intensity fluctuations passing over all three

fields of the photometer, they nust .shor+ high spectral

power in alL fields and a mean coherence corresponding to a

907" or larger confidence 1eve1, (Ju1ian, 7975). The linear

correlation coefficient to Èhe l-ine of best fit must also

be hígh since this discrininates against periodicities wi-th

horizontal wavelengths less than twice the field spacing.

I./hen the anal-ysís is iterated, each tine the data

window ís stepped, the above selection crÍteria and the

phase velocity must exhÍbit consistency between at l-east

two consecutive windows. PeriodicÍties selected this way

should have phase velocity error estínates typicall-y less

than 2OZ and to be considered as resulting fron the ),557.7

nm ernission, should not show any correlation with the

results of the background analysis for the sane frequency

interval. The phase velocity of the selected perÍodicities

naLurally varies as the data windor.¡ is stepped along. This

nay be due to the h¡ave train accelerating or rotating with

time or to random errors of the analysis. ,A weighted mean

was taken using the velocity error estimates as the

weighting factors.

The entire analysis procedure ï¡as tested and verifíed

using conputer generated tine sefies of several known

periodicities, relatíve tine shifts and noise.
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4 8 Results.

0f the 16 nlghts of acceptable data, a toÈal of 130

periodicities satísfied the selection crlteria and are

considered to be manifestations of gravÍty waves as they

pass through the À557.7 nn emÍssÍon 1ayer. A number

distribution of the observed periods.of these selected

waves can be seen in figure (4.8.1) in period intervals of

20 ninutes. Also shown is the horizontal wavelength

distribution calculated from the observed wave phase

velocity and period. As suggested by the histograns, the

rnajority of detected waves are of the shorter perÍods with

horizontal wavelengths belov¡ a few hundred kilometres.

However, thÍs observation is considerably biased towards

the shorter períods and wavelengths due to the rel-atively

short observational data length. For observation periods of

say seven hours in the summer to nine hours in wínterr wave

periods greater than half the data length are di-sregarded

by the analysis due to the 1-arge unreliability of this

lowest frequency interval, (Jenkins and Irlatts , L969) . The

reductÍon of the data window lengths and stepping of data

windows¡ ês disgussed in the previous sectÍon, also favours

the detection of the shorter vrave periods for the same

reason.

The estimation of dírection of gravity wave phase

velocity suffers no such bias and provides some useful

information. Figures (4.8.2.) show the directions of phase

propagation for observed waves for summer and winter. Thís

direction is indícated by an afrow, the length of whÍch is

proportional to the Phase sPeed.
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As can be seen, both seasons show a defficiency of h'aves in

the east-hrest or zonal azinuth. This depletion may be

attrÍbuÈed to the effects of the middle atnosphere wind

systen on the gravity wave field as it proPagates through

the atnosphere.

As mentioned in S2.4, upward propagaÈing waves nay

encounter critical leve1s in the atmosphere due to

background wÍnds. Gravíty r{ave frequencies can be Doppler

shÍfted to the 1ocal Valsala Brunt frequency and downwardly

ref lected f or waves propagating anti-paral-l-e1 to the wind,

orr waves travel-1Íng with the wind nay have their

frequencÍes shifted to zero. In either case the wave will

be unable to reach the uPPer atmosphere.

In the nlddle atmosphere the rvinter mean zoo,aL f 1ow at

mid laÈitudes peaks at about 60 kn wíth a velocity of

around 80 ms-1to the east. This zonal flow is reversed ín

summer, reaching a maximum of about 60 ns-lto the west at a

similar a1títude, (CIRA, 1965). The nean neri-dional wind

component 1s generally much snaller than the zonal

component and w111 be neglected for the fo1-lowing

discussion, (Geller, 1979).

Consider a directionally isotropic gravity wave field

generated in the troposphere and propagating through the

niddle atnosphere. In the sumnerr htaves propagating to the

west, in the direction of the wíndr mâI be Doppl-er shífted

to zeto frequency if their phase velocities are too l-ow or

reflected if travel-ling towards the east if the wave

frequency is shifted to the Vaisala Brunt cut off.
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Conversel-y in the wínter, where the zonaL flow is stronger

and to the east, u¡aves travelling Ín thÍs di-rectLon can be

absorbed by the background flow whereas waves ln the

opposite directj-on may be reflected. Both condltions will

result in the observed depletion of zoaaL]-y directed

gravity waves detected at 95 kn with the wÍnter

observations showÍng the effect to a greater extent.

The partiaL polarizatlon of the gravity u'ave field t

assumed inltial-1y unpolarized., adds credibility to the

presumptÍon that the naJority of waves at the 95 kn level

originate from the lower atnosphere, a subject considered

in greater detail in the following chapter.
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Cha ter 5. Gravit Itlave Sources ?

5.1 . Introduction.

Results fron the cross spectral analysis of the 3FP

data have indícaLed the presence of highly regular periodic

fluctuations in the x557.7 nn nightglow emissÍon due to the

propagation of gravity waves. This and other observational

photonetric evidence sucli as Freund and Jacka , (I979), Meek

and Manson, (1983); Armstrong, (1982); Gavrilov and Shved'

(Ig82) r.sith the radío observatíons of Manson and Meek'

(1980); Herron, (L973) clearly indicate that gravity waves

are a najor feaËure of the upper atmosphere. The question

naLurally arises as to their origin.

It seems 1ikel-yr âs suggested by Hines, (L974) and

Gossard, (1962), that gravity v/aves are generated in the

more energetj.c regions of the lower atmosphere and

transport this energy upward. 0n1y sna11 anplitude v¡aves

need be generated, growing exponentially with height as

they propagate, to become increasingl-y noticable as they

influence the more ¡arefied regions. Thís enerSy nay be

dissipated in the forn of heat or momentum of the mean

flor+, effecting the temperaËure and circulation of the

niddle and uPPer atmosPhere.

To establish possible sources for the vfaves detected, a

reverse ray tracing technique was used to follow the ray

paths of waves observed at 95 kn down through the

aÈmosphere to an arbitary height of 10 km, the approximate
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al-titude of the tropoPauset

neteorological Phenomena are

detected, (Hines 1974¡ Bertin

Lg82) .

2. Ra theor

where it is 1Íkely that

a najor source of the waves

et al- L975; Kersley and Rees

Unless the detected rrraves are generated at the height

of'observation then they must be free to propagate

vertically through the atmosphere. For the case of nedium

scale gravity waves, the propertl-es of the atnosphere do

not significantly change over a wavelength and the absence 
-

of any solid boundary conditions validate the free h'ave

approach. The method used here follows that discussed by

Cowling et al, (1971) where the atmosphere is considered to

be stratified into horízontal isotherrnal layers with the

neutral background wind constant within each layer. The

angular frequency of a gravity !¡aver cù as viewed by a

stationary observer will be shifted in frequency compared

to a frame of reference noving with any background wind.

For non relativistic velocities the Doppler shifted

frequency is given by the Galilean tr,ansformation

0 UJ
(5.2.1.)

where Q 1s the angular frequency in the novlng frane or the

intrinsic frequency, k the wave vector and U the wind

vector whose vertical component is assumed negligable. I'lith

a knowledge of the vertÍcal profile, of the wind, the

- E.q
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above transformation a1lows the dispersion equation for

gravity waves ín an isothernal, stationary atrnosphere to be

used in describÍng the wave parameters in each horizontal

layer. The disperslon equation

k.2
h

2

zk N2

2
1 + (5.2.2.)

CI

of 52.2 has been nade applicable to a statÍonary layer by

the substitution of the intrinslc frequency. For

sÍmplicity, the effect of the earths rotation has been

neglected. For vraves with periods of only a few hours this

effect contributes only about L7". The earths curvature has

also been neglected in the following plane geometry

approach. This simplyfing assumption can be justified since

the area under consideration is only a sna11 fraction of

the earths surface and the effect of curvature is nearly

compensated by Ëhe refraction of a gravity r{ave induced by

the changing direction of the earths gravitational field 
'

(FrancÍs, 1972).

Ray tracing follows the path of the wave packet which

moves with a group velocity defined as

(5.2.3. )V
-oò

= v.oCI{ t ¡

The horizontal and vertÍca1 conponents of the

veLocity in the noving frame, S 
t can be found

equations (5.2.2) and (5.2.3) to be

g roup

fron

(N'- A2 ) /AC'k'n

c2 {u2n+u2 ) -zat *Nl
(5.2.4a.)V gh
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and

-c2k CI
z (5 .2.4b . )vrgz c'z(u2n+u)) 2n2 + ufr

The negative slgn

progression there

velocities in the

transformation

lndicating that for downward phase

1s an upward flow of energy. The group

earths statÍonary frane are given by Ëhe

at height z.

the wave packet is

V V +U h
(5 .2.5a. )

gh gh

and

V vl (5.2.5b. )gz gz

The transit tirne of the wave packet. through a horizontal

layer is identical Ín both frames and ís given by

t r/v (5.2.6.)
Ez

where 1 ís the horizontal slab thickness

Therefore the horizontal displacement of

d V t/v (5.2.7 .)
h gh gz

giving the position vector for the wave packet aÈ tl-ne t as

r = r(dxrdy rdzrt)
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The kinenatic boundary conditions imposed by Snellrs

law require that the horÍzontal wave vector kn and the

angular wave frequencYr ûJ r renaÍn constanL across each

1-ayer. This condition, along wíth the Gal-ilean

transformations, inply that the effect of the background

wind is to Doppler shift the h'ave frequency for wind

componenLs paral-1e1 to the wave propagation vector k, and

to rotate k for perpendicular wind components as viewed by

a stationary observer on the earth. In essence the lrlave

packet is advected by the background wind in addition Èo

its own propagation relaÈive to the noving systen. Since

these wave parameters are constant, then as the v¡ave moves

through the non isothermal atmosphere, albeit via

isothernal 1-ayers, the vertical Ì{ave number , k, varies in

accordance to the dispersÍon equation.

ft should be noted that each layer is assumed stable

and when a wave interacts with the layerr ro turbulence is

initiated. This Ís consistent wÍth the underlying

assunptions that the gravity waves are of a srnall

pertubating anplitude and do not introduce higher order or

non linear effects.

5.3. Atnospheríc profiles.

As pointed out i-n the previous section, the wínd

velocity is required to deternine the tay path as are the

speed of sound, the Vaisala Brunt and acoustic cut off

frequencies. For an ísotermal 1-ayer, (Hines' 1960)

1
2(y- ÐN
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and

N A 'Ye/2C

C2 = ygH

(5.3.1b.)

(5.3.1c.)

where y is the ratio of specific heats and for altit.udes

less than 100 km has a reasonably const,ant value of L.4.

Using thÍs value then the above equati.ons can be written

N2 o.29 s/H ( 5.3 .2a.)

0.3s s/H (5.3.2b.)

¿z

as

N;

r'4 s/H ( 5.3 .2c.)

where the pressure scale height incorporates the

tenperature profile of the atnosphere. Tabulated values of

H and g ü¡ere taken fron the U.S. Standard Atnosphere,

(L976) and used to fornulate the altitude profiles for N,

Nn and C.

Mean nonÈh1y neridional and zona\ wind profiles fron

the ground to 100 kn were obtained from several different

sources and conbÍned to give nean nonthl-y profiles. Balloon

measurements, centred on Adelaide were supplied by the

Adelaíde Bureau of Meteorology and gave wind conponents to

30 km. Groves, (197L) gives nonthly averages for 30o S and

40" S in the region of 25 kn to 60 km and Groves, (1969)

fron 60 kn to 130 km.
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Another set of profiles which slightly differ from those

given by Groves hrere adapted from CIRA' (1965) and

Murgatroyd and Singleton (1961). These profiles were

averaged and weighted towards a third set of profiles from

Vincent et a1 (to be published) from the radar measurements

near Adelaide.

IÈ should be noted that because the wind profiles are

monthly averages, they contain no contribution from the

diurnal and semidiurnal aÈmospheric tidal oscillations. The

amplitude of the tides grol{ exponentially with height due

to the corresponding decrease in atmospheric density. For

this reason their effect on the mean flow can be considered

negligable below an altitude of about 80 km, (8a11, 1981).

All photometer observations hrere made between the hours

of around 20:00 L.T. and 5:00 L.T. Measurements of the

amplitude and phase of the diurnal and semidiurnal tides

made near AdelaÍde between 80 km and 100 km, (Vincent and

8a11, 1981) suggest that during 3FP observing tines both

tides contribute less than 10 rns I to the zonal and

meridional mean flow above 80 km. Since this tidal

contribution is sma1l conpared to the mean flow, and only

effective over less than 2OZ of the reverse tracitg, it uras

chosen not to include the tidal components in the wind

profiles used for the reverse ray tracings.

The combination of. these profiles, although unlikely to

be the exact wind field for Èhe nights concerned' are

assumed not to deviate radically from the nightly average.
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Plots of

used can

the data

the rneridional and zonal averaged wind profiles

be seen in figures (5.3.1) for the months where

was available for ray tracing.

5.4. Reverse ray tracing.

The reverse ray tracings Lì¡ere done o.n a CBM micro

computer. The wind profiles were digiEized with a 500 metre

height resolution as were the data for the scale height and

gravitational acceleration. The data analysis of Chapter 4

gives an estimate of the hori zonËal phase velocity and the

Doppler shifted ü¡ave angular frequency for periodicites

discerned as being gravity Í¡aves propagating through the 95

km 1evel. From these estimates the horizoniual- wave nunber'

which remains invariant throughout the tracing, is given by

kn = ur/Vn

Consider a wave in the first 500 metre thick slab at 95

km for which a hori zorltal wave number has been established.

From the horizontaL wind vector appropriate to this 1ayer,

an intrinsic hlave frequency is calculated using equation

(5.2.1). This, together with values of C',N" and Ni ,

caculated for any given layer using equations (5.3.2), give

a value for kZ from the dispersion equation (5.2.2). The

vertical and horizontal group velocities can then be

deduced from equations (5.2.4) and transformed to the

ear.ths stationary frame using equation (5.2.5). The transit

time of a vrave packet through the layer and hence the

horízontal displacement at the bottorn of the layer are

given by equatioqs (5.2.6) and (5.2.7).
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This process is iterated through each layer from 95 km

down to 10 km using the appropriate atmospheric parameters

pertinent to that layer. The final position with respect to

the stationary reference frame is then

(s.4.1.)

with the total transit time

Ju*n. 
u.r

T dt (s.4.2.)
trans

Gravity kraves can be considered to propagate vertically

if k2 > 0 and evanesc ent, unable to transport energy
z

vertically, if k'r.< 0. This can occur when Q2 ) N2 and rnay be

interpreted as representing a reflecËj-on 1eve1. This would

suggest that a wave traced to a reflection level would have

been unable to transmit energy through that level from

be1ow. This may not always be the case since, depending on

the thickness of the layer where reflection Èakes place,

energy may be transmitted through the region by a tunelling

effect if the layer is quite thin. Therefore if a

reflection level is encountered by reverse lay tracíng it

is ambiguous as to whether the h¡ave v/as generated above the

reflection level or energy was leaked through from a wave

generated from be1ow, (Ba11, 1981).

A critical layer is encountered when the horizontal

phase velocity approaches the velocity of !he background
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wind, the v/ave frequency being Doppler shifted to zero.

Here the vertical group velocity tends to zero as the

energy propagates more and more horizorLLallyr êventually

transferring Èhe wave energy to the mean flow' with

negligable energy penetrating the layer, (Hines I974),

Vincent, (1969) has suggested there is a possibility

of spurious reflections if the chosen horizontal layer

thickness is too great in a region where the temperature

gradient is 1arge. To reduce this likelyhood, he proposes

layer widths of less than xz/IO. The reverse ray tracing

computation was terminated at a reflection 1eve1, critical

layer or when the vertical wavelength wcs l¿rt +{,on ten times

the layer width.

The tracing of hraves from 95 km to 10 km does not

necessarily mean that the Lraves originate at 10 km. Such a

tracing means that it is possible for the h/aves to be

generated near 10 km but could have originated from any

altitude along the ray paLh.

The reverse ray tracing Program v/as tested using

hypothetical phase velocities and produced consistent

results in both reverse and. forÍtard tracings.

Because of the uncertainty and variety of wave

generation mechanisms, the geographical separaLion beLween

source and observation, the time delays between generation

and detection and the sma11 number of observations

available, a staListical analysis of possible vrlave sources

would prove frui.tless. Therefore each individual case is

presented separately, enabling some general conclusions Lo

be reached.
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5.5 . Results .

The results of Lhe reverse ray tracings from the leve1

of detection to the tropopause can been seen in figures

(5.5.1), superimposed on a coastal outline of Australia. As

an empÍrical estimation to the error in the position of the

gravity hrave source, s.everal tracings were perf ormed f or

each r{ave using the linits of the error estimate of the

horizonEal phase velociÈy, both in magnÍtude and direction.

A cÍrc1e of minimum confusion, containing all of the

resultant launch positions, is then used as an indication

to the uncertainty of the launch site. Tracing resulting in

launch sites beyond the border of the map are not included

since the uncertainty becomes unacceptable over large

distances and it is 1ike1y that over such distances,

atmospheric profiles are significantly altered. Apart from

these, all tracings which terminate at the tropopause are

included.

Each nap presents the tracings of data from one night

with the launch site of each wave identified using the

observed urave period, in minutes, wíth Ëhe calculated

azimuth of the normal Èo the r{ave front at the 10 km level

indicated by an arrov/. The inset tabulation gives the

transit time of wave propagation to the nearest ten mÍnuLes

and Èhe estinated launch time f or each l{¡ave. The launch

time is calculated sinply by subtracting the transit time

from the centre t.ime of the data window where the hrave was

first detected. It should only be regarded as an indicaÈor.
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Also shown on the maps is the upper level wind activity

typically at the 300 mb (*9 km) leve1. The upper leve1 wind

charts, supplied by the Adelaide Bureau of Meteorology, are

inferred mainly from balloon measuremenLs taken from

meteorological sites scattered over the conÈinenÈ.

Commercial airline flights provi-de additional information,

although these are restricted to the high altitude flight

paths, prêdominately between cities on the south I^Iest and

easL coasLs. Polar satetlite photographs of high altitude

cloud movement also assist in the wind field analysis over

the southern regions of Australia. The bold lines indicate

the general direction of wind flow, which is predominately

from west to east. 0n1y a few lines have been included for

clarity. The dashed lines are isotachs of iet streams, the

speed of which is indicated in knots. Comparisons rl/ere made

with meteorlogical surface and upper 1evel isobaric weather

maps and unless ÍndicaLed, no significant frontal activity

r{ras present during the time periods of interest.

The upper leve1 wind charts of figures (5.5.1) were

recorded between 10:30 and 11:30 U.T. and chosen to

coincide, as nearly as possible, to Èhe observing period.

The estimated launch time of the u¡aves differ by up to a

few hours either side of the wind recordings, so there may

be some spacial differences betr+een launch si-tes and any

meteorological disturbances.
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From the results presented, the reader may see Èhat in

mosL cases a reasonable association between the possible

launch sites for the gravity h¡aves and the position of iet

streams can be made. Despite the temporal uncertainty'

gravity r{aves appear to be launched in or near jeË streams

as opposed to areas far removed from iet stream activity.

Contrary Lo this general trend is the night of 24 January

1983. Here def inite wave generation to the nort,h hresL of

Adelaide is indicated, coinciding almost exactly with large

localized thunderstorm activity as published by normal

surface weather reports. Another night of particular

j-nterest is 17 April 1983. Although a jet stream is in the

vicinity of the region of !üave generation, so too is an

upper 1eve1 front. This front, taken from the 300 mb wind

chart, lies to Èhe south of Adelaide and is represented by

the solid curve. The motion of this front i-s from west to

east as is the order of wave generation indicated by the

transit and launch times. This strongly indicates the front

or Èhe front-jet interaction as being the generating source

of this v/ave f ield.

The direction of the normal to the !ì¡ave f ront seems

uncorrelated with the orientation of the jet streams'

although such a statement should not be taken strictly due

to the uncerËainty of the exact position of the jet strearn

at the time of r{ave generation.
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5.6. Discussion.

It is 1ikely that certain kinds of severe weather can

generate gravity r^raves in the troposphere which can

propagate through the atmosphere and interact with the E

region. Georges and Young, (I972) have associated gravity

vraves with thunderstorm activity, so too has Jordan (I972) .

The process of penàtrative convection may be responsi-ble

f or the generation of gravity r^raves f rom thunderstorms,

whereby strong upward motj-on of air in a storm ce1l is

incident on an upper 1evel inversion. The upward

displacement of the air parcel will be opposed by a

restoring force due to the inherent stability of the

inversion layer and an overshoot will result in a bouyancy

oscillaËion of the 1ayer. This process has been

theoretically examined by Townsend (I966) and further

experirnenËal evidence of mesospheric hraves generated by

thunderstorms has been reported by Rottger (I977).

The association of gravity r{aves detected in the E and

F regions with tropospheric frontal activity has been

reported by Freund and Jacka (1979) and Bertin et aI

(1975). Jordan (I972) also attributes gravity L¡ave sources

to fronËa1 activity with the additional observation of an

increase in wave frequency with time as the front

progresses. This can be observed for the nighÈ of 17 April

1983 where not only the launch sequence follows the path of

the front but the observed period of the detected waves

decreases as the front advances.
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The exact mechanism by which a front may generate waves

remains obscure. It is like1y that waves are produced by

wind shears accompanying moving squall lines generated when

a cold front interacts with unstable air.

Large and medium scale gravity l^¡aves can propagate over

considerable horizonLa1- distances from the polar auroral

regions, (Francis, 1975). The principle high latitude

ionospheric source of these I{aves are Joule heating and

Lorentz forces, (Chimonas and Hines, I97O) associated with

the auroral electrojet and intense particle precipitaLion,

(Hunsucker , 1982). The leve1 of generation from these

sources is typically 100 km, restricted in the vertical

extent by 2-4 scale heÍghts, constraining the vertical

wavelengths, hence horizontal velocities of the generated

waves. The dissipating effects of viscosity, heat

conduction and Joule dissipation tend to filter out the

slower moving, short period waves. Therefore, in order for

waves generated at high latitudes to be detected at mid

latitudes they would require periods greater than about 30

minutes and tlorizontal velocities of several hundred metres

per second, (Richmond, I978). For such hraves' generated

near 100 km at high latitudes, to be detected aE 95 kn at

mid latitudes they must propagate almost horizontally.

upward propagating v/aves generated in the auroral regions,

will continue in this direction with their ascent angle

increasing with time. Downward propagating q¡aves may be

reflected upward when their phase velocity equals Lhat of

sound. Therefore downward
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propagating h¡aves hlith phase velocities less than 300 *Jl

may be deflected upwards at a level of abouL 70 km and be

detected later at 95 km. From the data analysedr ro such

fast uroving r^¡aves with periods greater than 30 minutes I¡/ere

observed, and only one instance r+here a !/ave with an

observed period of L7 minutes and a horizontal phase

velocity of 27O ms-1 v/as traced to a ref lection at 75 km.

It seems that from the data considered here, the main

source of tropospheric gravity h¡aves can be attributed to

jet streams. However, it should be pointed out that the

results may be slightly biased towards iet streams since

the method of observation requires clear weather. Local

frontal and thunderstorm activity often imply poor

observing condj-tions, whereas jet streams are largely a

clear weather phenomena. similar studies by Bertin eÈ â1,

(I975) atd Kersley and Rees, (1982), using radio techniques

unaffected by cloud cover, show iet streams and frontal

activity to contribute equally to wave generation for the

cases they consider.

A realistic model for the production of gravity waves

from regions of wind shear, in particular jet streams' is

discussed by Mastrantonio et 41, (I976) . Here a vertical

shear in the background wind is assumed to have

superinposed on it an oscillating pertubation in the

vertical velocity. The Richardson number of the flow is the

main stability parameter and is defined as

N2

(M/dr)"R
l-
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where du/dz is the verLical gradient of, Lhe horizontal

wind. If R,> 0.25 the system is sLable, (Merri1, I977) so
I

unstable modes correspond to 0 ( Ri< O.25, with some of

these modes able to propagate away from the regions of

shear. Of these modes the minimum horizontal wavelength is

about 25 krn at a height of 10 km. For medium scale gravity

waves with horízontal phase velocities about that of the

velocity of the jet, say 40 *"-t, thj-s gives a lower limit

to gravity wave periods of about 10 minutes which is

consi-stent with the minimum periods observed for l{aves

traced to the troPoPause.

Typical values for the vertical wind profile can be

estimated from equation (5,6.1). For Í¡aves to be generated

by this mechanism,

(dt/dz) > 2N (s.6.2.)

If the Vaisala Brunt period for the tropopause is taken to

be 10 ninutes then the minimum wind gradient necessary for

the onset of instability corresponds to 20 r"-t (40 knots)

over a one kilometre height interval. Upper leve1 wind

charts at pressure levels of 25O mb (10 km) and 300 mb (g

km) show jet streams wiLh typical wind gradients between 20

and 30 knots per kilometre, but it is by no means uncommon

to identify regions of vertical wind gradient greater than

40 knots per kilometre.

Another gravity wave generation mechanism involves

"u.iu.e air blowing over mounLain ranges to produce
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mountain 1ee waves, (Gossard and Hooke, 1975 ) . I'laves

detected above Mt. Torrens are unlikely to be associated

with mountain lee waves due to the lack of any significant

topography on the Australian conLinent. 0ther more exotic

events have also been responsible for vlave activity such as

earthquakes, tsunamisr eclipses of Èhe surlr cyclonest

nuclear explosions etc. but, fortunately, none of these

ü¡ere reported around the times of observation.
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Chap t er 6. Gravity I'lave Power Spectra.

Introduction

The energy spectra of gravity \¡/aves in the mesosphere

seem to show some degree of universality. Results of radio

partial reflection techniques for measurement of zonal and

meridonal wind components of gravity r4/aves, taken f rom

Vincent, ( 1984) ate shown in figure (6.1.1 ). These mean

spectra, wiÈh the diurnal and semidiurnal tides removed,

are taken from three locations, two in Australia, Adelaide

(35"S, 138'E) and Townsville (19'S,I47"8) by VÍncent and

Ball (1981) and the other at Poker Flat (65"N, I47"Inl) in

Alaska b,y CarËer and Balsley ( 1982 ) . As can be seen ' very

sinilar spectral slopes are ¡naintained throughout the

gravity v/ave range extending from Ëhe inertial period 
'

beyond which no gravity l/aves exist, to the Vaisala Brunt

period with a spectral index, k = 1.5 to 1.6. Note the

log-1og format implies the energy density for the gravity

u¡ave region takes the form of a poI¡Ier 1aw

E(ol) = cu) -k (6.1.r)

where c is a constant and k the spectral i-ndex.

6.2. Recorded sDectra.

-s

Power spectra for each of Lhe three fields

photometer were computed using a fast Fourier

routine over the entire data length. Prior to

of the
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transformation, the data mean and any linear trend were

renoved and the data treated with a cosine taper as

discussed in S4.3. The transform of the time series, X(t)

from field m, can be written as the sum of the real and

imaginary parts

x,n(t) FFT- Am(f ) +jB (f) (6.2.r.)
m

The pou¡er spectrum is then defined as

P(f) +

where P(f ) has the arbitary units of Iintensíty]'. To plot

the po!ùer spectra against' f requency in HerÌuz, it r{Ias

multiplied by the square of the sampling interval in

seconds. To increase Lhe reliability, Lhe spectra of all

three field were averaged.

Two typical examples of the recorded 
^557.7 

nm

intensity fluctuations are shown in figures (6.2,I). Apart

from spectral peaks, these graphs can be analysed into Èwo

components. The f irst is a linear decrease in pol4ler wíth

increase in frequency, with a spectral index of around I.6,

consistent wiLh the spectra of mesospheric wind

pertubations caused by gravity kraves. The other is a

constant por4rer 1eve1, maintained by f requencies greater

than Lhe Vaisala Brunt frequency, indicated by the smal1

arrohr and taken to be 4.6 minutes at 95 km. This spectral

flattening is to be expectea beyond the Vaisala Brunt

t A;(f) Bå(f) l
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frequency due to the absence of gravity waves. Although

this cut off coincides well for the spectrum of L7 April

1983, it is displaced to higher frequencies for the night

of 24 January 1983. This displacement may be caused by the

effect of the background winds Doppler shifting the u¡ave

spectrum to shorter periods relative to a ground based

observer. This explanation is consistent with the mean wind

being somewhat larger at 95 km in December Èhan April.

The signal measured by the 3FP is the integrated

intensity of the emission line and the background continuum

at 
^557.7 

nn. This will resulL in a spectrum made up of the

following components-

a) The airglow emission line fluctuation due to the passage

of a gravity wave field across the fields of view of the

photometer. This is expected to show the general polder 1aw

trend for gravity r,r¡aves with a sharp cut off at frequencies

greater than the Vaisala Brunt frequency. A component also

may be contributed from fluctuations in the emission line

caused by turbulence and carried by the neutral wind at the

emission 1eve1. Let these components be represented by

P,ssz

b) The background continuum at À557.7 nm will fluctuate due

to scattering of man made and natural light from aerosols,

dust etc. in the lower atmosphere; that is, from altitudes

less than a few kilometres. This is expected to show a

similar spectral index, (Larson et aI, 1982), Let this

component be Pb.
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c) The third contribution is due to Poisson noise from

statistical fluctuations of all of the above sources.

Naturally, this noise will give rise to a constanL power

1evel across the entire frequency range and will be

represented bY Nssz and Nb.

The recorded spectrum can then be expressed as

R Pssz + P¡ + Nssz + N (6.2.3 .)
b

6.3. Scaling.

simultaneously run with the x557.7 nm f ilter l^rere tl^¡o

background filters centred at À500 nm and À530 rffir

corresponding to areas in the nightglow spectrum where

little emission is found, (Broadfoot and Kenda11, i968). In

order to estimate the true gravity I1¡ave povter Spectrum t

Ps s z , the background spectrum rsas estimated usJ-ng the

spectra from these filters. For this estimation the

different effects of photomultiplier spectral responses'

filter characteristics and signal sources at the different

wavelengths must be considered.

The signal measured by Èhe photometer is given by

S K q(À) r(À) I(À).dÀ

insÈrument constant

data logging etc.

including optics losses 
'

considered constant for all

I

where

K

countitg,

filters.
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q = photomulËiplier quanLum efficiency

T = filter transmission

I - source intensitY

To a good approximation, g(À) and I(À) are constant over

the filLer bandwidth, therefore the ratio of the signal

at À and background is

sÀ/sb
qlrlA¡.
9ur¡A¡

(6.3.2.)

(6.3.3.)

where, for filter i

A
1

T (À).dÀ
1

The intergrated filter transmission, Ai was measured for

each filter using the monochromator and a technique similar

to that of filier calibration discussed in S3.4. 0ver Èhe

filter bandwidths, the nightglow background spectrum is

nearly equal for all three filters, (Broadfoot and Kendall'

1968). From the quantum efficiencies quoted in S3'3, a

scaling factor was assigned to normalize observations at

the emission and background wavelengths.

6 .4. Noise spectra.

The sËatistical variations of the nightglow and

background spectra are distributed as a Poisson variate. An

estinate of this statistical noise \^¡as generated using a

Ftandard computer routine to gíve time series with variance

equal Èo the mean emission line and background
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signals. The effect of instrumenÈ acquisition time jitter'

deterrnined to be less than IZ, and the rounding effects of

scaling were included in the generaLion of the noise

series. The noise spectra were then calculated using

exactly the same process as the real data to give Ns s z

and N
b

6.5. Back round s ectra.

For convenience the

is best represented as

S 6 .2 , this spectrum is

with a constant nolse

estimate

a srnooth

of the

curv e .

background spectrum

As mentioned in

considered to obey some poh/er 1aw

1eve1

P +N where P
b

(6.s.1.)
b b

Because of this power relation, to averag" Pb would

introduce large bias at the lower frequencies so an average

of 1og B is taken over equal intervals of 1og uJ to reduce

this bias, since log B againsL 1og o is nearly linear. The

antilog is then taken to give the mean recorded background

spectr,rr E from which the background noise . is subtracted

giving trU = g - F¡. To log Þ0, a straight line is fitted

and from this line of best fit the poh'er 1aw parameLers,

.b and k¡ are determined and an estimate for the mean

background por^Ier, <Pb>, is calculated. To this the

generated noise spectra for the background and emission

lines are added giving

<Pb> + Nssz + N¡

-k.tb' DB

<Rb>
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This estimate of the mean recorded background can then be

compared visually with the recorded emission spectrum, the

dif f erence indicating the gravity r\¡ave spectrum, i. e.

Pssz = R <R. >
D

6.6. Discussion

A comparison between the recorded spectrum at x557.7 nm

and the smooth background spectrum can be seen in figure

(6.6.1). For frequencies less than the Vaisala Brunt the

^557 
.7 nm spectrum shows, on average r greater po\4ler than the

estimated por\rer of the background at 
^557.7 

rllno This is to

be expected if fluctuations in Èhe emission 1ine, caused by

gravity waves, are much larger than any background

fluctuations. For frequencies greater than the Vaisala

Brunt cut off the two spectra merge. Here gravity wave

activity is absent and both spectra are dominated by noise.

The spectral index of the gravity l,rtave spectrum is

affected only slightly by the background since they are of

very nearly the same slope with the mean value of the

gravity hrave poL'er typically an order of magnitude above

that of the background for frequencies less than the

Vaisala BrunË . The mean spectral index j- s k = L7 which

compares favourably with that of Vincent (1984) and Balsley

and Carter (1982). The effect of the background spectrum,

although sma11, will tend to increase this slightly.
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Chapter 7. Gravity hlave Energy Flux.

7 .I. The dispersion diaeram.

Recalling the dispersion equation (2.2.5)

k2=
N Q2

Q2 ¡z
(7.1.1.)

]-;

2

z

Following Lhe discussion of S2.3, the dispersion equation

f or gravity r^raves gives a f amily of hyperbolae. The

dispersion contours of selected rdave periods are

illustrated in figure (7.1.1). Here the vertical coordinate

is taken to be -kr, increasing upwards, in order to show

those gravity wave modes whose energy flow is upward. The

values of N, NR and C hrere chosen such that the diagram

corresponds to the 95 km 1eve1. Points plotLed on the

diagram represent waves detected by the 3FP and verified by

the analysis procedure. The kn position of each point on

the diagram is determined from the observed horizontal

phase velocity and the intrinsic frequency. This is

estimated from the observed wave frequency and an estimate

of the wínd vector at 95 kn using equation (2.4.2) and the

wind profiles of figures (5.3.1). The k" position is

calculated directly from equation ( 7. 1 .1 ) .

The vertical line at Àh=26 km indicates an instrument

limitation of the photometer. Since fÍe1d spacings are 13

km, Ëhen horizontal wavelengths less than twice this

spacing become ambiguous and are rejected by the analysís

criteria.
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To conf irm this, tu¡o nights of data r4¡ere recorded with each

field divided into three subfields having spacings of 2.5

km. This rdas done using three X557.7 nm interference

filters spaced at I20 degrees in the filter whee1. Each

filter rvas masked such that the field stop u¡as nov/ defÍned

as a sma11 circular off axis aperature. The aperatures on

each filter r{ere identical but relatively displaced at I20

degree intervals. As the f ilter wheel is rotated, this ner^r

system noh¡ defines three groups of three fields, each group

spaced 13 km and the spacing within each group 2.5 k¡n.

Itlaves detected from this arrangement are shown by asterisks

with the cut off wavelength now at Àh=5 km.

Because phoLomeLer observations are limited Ëo night

time, with typical data lengths of about eight hours, then

measurements of periods greater than about four hours

become unreliable, therefore detected u¡aves with periods

greater than this are rare.

fn an isothermal atmosphere, a lower limit to Lhe

verLical wave number exists. This i-s indicated

by the hori zonEal boundary A . I^/aves propagating f rom lower

altitudes will be reflected if, at any stage along their

paÈh, U2 ,( 0. As discussed in 52.4, this will occur if the

horizontal phase velocity exceeds CN/NA. This value has a

minimum in the middle atmosphere of about 170 ms-rat about

B0 km, (Gossard and Hooke, 7975), Ëherefore waves

propagating from below with intrinsic l:,orizontal phase

speeds exceeding this value are unable to reach the 95 km

1eve1, (Hines, 1960).
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As would be expected, this demarcation lies on the elbow of

Èhe hyperbolar âs only smal1 increases in the horizontal

phase speed will result in a very rapid decrease of k". The

good agreenent of the observed u¡aves lying above this

boundary reinforces the argumenL that the waves detected

originate from below 80 km.

For rdaves with periods close to the Vaisala Brunt cut

off period, TN, another boundary occurs corresponding to

the minimum Vaisala Brunt period. In the middle atmosphere

the maximum value for Tn is about B minutes at 60 km,

(Gossard and Hooke, I975). Therefore' for a stationary

atmosphere, uraves incident at the 60 km 1eve1 from below

with period shorter than 8 minutes will be reflected.

However, figure (7.1.1) shows vraves deLected at 95 km wiLh

periods less than 8 min,utes. The reason for this apparent

contradiction may be resolved by reali_zi-ng that the

atmosphere is not stationary. The middle aLmosphere zonal

wind profile peaks aE about 60 km, so wave periods can be

Doppler shifted to greater than I minutes and escape

reflection. The wind reversal above 60 km enables these

waves to be shifted

km. Naturally

back to shorter periods to be detected

at 95 are detected with periods

Vaisala Brunt period at 95shorter

km.

than 4.6 mlnutes, the

The final boundary, label1ed B in figur e (7. 1 .1 ) ,

results from the dissipation of gravity hlave energy by the

atmosphere. The effect of molecular viscosity can be

treated by introducing the appropriate stress tensor in the

f orce equati-on (2.2.2) .

TT4
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Thermal conduction can be expressed by modifing the

equation of energy, (2.2.3) to include heat conduction with

the introduction of an additional heat flow equation. The

solution of these extensions is not justified for the

following discussion. Instead a simpler approach is

adopted, following that of Hines, (1960). Here only viscous

effects are considered which are normally comparable to

those of therrnal conduction, (Pitteway and Hines, 1963).

The mean rate of dissipation per unj-t mass in the

asynptotic limit is

R = n(tfr + tå) vv' (7.r.2.)
2k2z

where ¡ is the kinematic viscosity and V* the complex

conjugate of the horizontal velocity perturbation induced

by the gravity wave. The mean energy content per unit mass,

averaged over one r{ave cycle is then

n-
VV (7.1.3.)

2k2 Q2
z

For a gravity wave to be dissiPated over one cycle then

(7 .L.4.)

with T the period of the gravity wave. This represents

maximum dissipation and can be considered as representing

an upper limit to viscous dissipation but perhaps a

reasonable value if thermal conduction I^¡ere to be included.

Irl2 t-2
hE

ETR
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In the asymptotic region of the dispersion diagram

relatively small scale sizes are considered, it is

to approximate the dispersion equation to

Q2k2

where

useful

z
(N' a')kl (7.i.s.)

1 960 ) . Using this

equations (7 .I.2)

(7 .r.6.)

where f2 << CI2 and U'" >>

asymptotic approximation and combining

and (7.1.3) into (7.I.4) gives,

2nnkf, n3
T¿

which has been plotted as the viscous dissipation boundary

B using ¡ = 10 *2"-t." the kinematic viscosity at the 95 km

1eve1, (U.S. Standard Atrnosphere, I976). hlaves aPpearing

above Lhis boundary would be severely attenuated at lower

1eve1s. Since kinenatic viscosity decreases with heighL

much more rapidly than changes in N, Lhen the position of

the viscous boundary moves upward with decreasing height.

In general for Í¡aves propagating upward through the

atmosphere, those of the smaller scales are dissipated

first.

How much energy is transported from the lower to the

upper aÈmosphere by these waves? What follows is a unique

procedure for the estimation of the vertical energy flux of

these v/aves at the 95 kn 1evel from the 3FP observations.

Although the method may seem indirect, with many

assumptions and approximations, the end results are
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quite consistent hrith those of other workers using entirely

different techniques.'

7 .2. Ener densi t

The mean energy per unit

isothermal atmosphere due to

given by,

a stationary,

h¡ave perturbation is

volume of

a gravity

(7.2.r.)

where p is the unperturbed atmospheric density, 12 is the
o

mean square deviation of the horizont-al velocity

perturbation andE2, the mean square vertical displacement

perturbation, (Gossard and Hooke, I975), where

åoo (V'+ N't' )E

=2Ç
(7 .2.2.)

At frequencies where Q2>> f2 the energy density is equally

partítioned between potential energy and kinetic energy.

The last term in equation (7.2.I), upon substituting

equation (7.2.2), gives the v¡ave energy content quoted by

Hines (1960) in equation (7.1.3) for the asymptotic 1init.

At lower frequencies, approaching the intertial frequency,

the wave motion is nearly horizontaL, hence energy is

predominately kinetic with the density reducing to ÈOoV2

The energy density can therefore be written

= 
kñ v'z

k2 (CI' + r')

2E àp V
o

1+

IL7

(7 .2.3.)



For the dispersion diagram presented Ín figure (7.1.1),

the observed u¡aves can be seen to 1ie in Èhe asymptotic

region because of the selective filtering of the middle

aÈmosphere. using the asymptotic approximation, the mean

square fractional density perturbation of the atmosphere

caused by the passage of a gravity hlave can be related by,

(Vincent ' 1984)

p 2v, N,
o'ö

(7 .2.4.)

density

S2.5, this can be

perturbation of

(7 .2.s.)

of N samples is

(7 .2.6.)

po

Assuming a si-nusoidal fluctuation in the

perturbation then from the discussion of

expressed as a function of the intensity

the x557.7 nm nightglow emission.

2

By definition, for the PoPulation'

given by

r)'
N-1

tï

i?
]-

a3

Qi /Qo

fQi

t% ]"=

1

I ( Qi /Qo

,T
equarion (7 .2.5.) become" 

[å]'

Qo )'

ßSO

æ being the variance of the intensity oscillation about

levet Qo.
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Consolidating the discussion reveals that

of equation (7 .2.6) into (7 .2.4) , and (7 .2.4)

gives

õ7(n'+f2)
o3 Csl'-r f (Q2+f2)

substitution

into (7 .2.3)

(7 .2.7 .)

(7 .2.8.)

l<?_hI+-
k2

z

N2
E åooß' Ër,

An estimate of (O'/Oi ) can be realized from the power

spectra of the data sinc" d, the variance, is the area

under the poh/er spectrum for that frequency interval. Let

the average value of the emission intensity' over Èhe

recorded data interval b. Q, measured from zero intensity.

If the average value of the background aE the emission

hravelength t" 1] then

a ao Qb

The mean emission intensity, a can be simply obtained by

averaging the x557.7 nm emission over the record length.

The value fot aO was estimated from the background

emissions using the techinque discribed in 56.3. That is,

although the background emissions are measured by different

filters displaced from the wavelength of interest, q was

estimated using suitable scaling factors determined from

the alignment of the recorded spectrum, R and the estimated

background spectrum a{r.

For each detected hlave, the energy density v/as

calculated usi-ng equation (7 .2.7 ) . Examples of the energy

density of waves recorded from two nÍghts can be seen in

f igur e (7 .2.I) .
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The points fít well to straight lines, with slopes of -1.8

and -1.5. This is to be expected for the energy spectra for

gravity tüaves and agrees with those described earlier in

s6.1. The estirnated energy density, resulting from all the

data extrapolated to the inertial period, gives a total

value of 7.I x 10-3 Jm-3. This agrees well with the value

obtained from the radio partial reflection wind technique

of Vincent, (1984). Here the energy density of the v¡ave

spectrum is estimated at 7 x 10-3 Jm-3 for Adelaide and

ó.5 x 10-'J*-tfo. Townsville at the 85 km level. Manson et

a1, (1981), also using radio partial reflection wind

observations, give seasonally averagèd values for gravj-ty

wave energy densities at 95 km of =10-t Jt-t. The À557.7

nm observations of Battaner and Molina' (1980) give

seasonal average energy densities of 6 x 10 3 Jrn-' ,

supported by comparable values from the photometric

measurements of Meek and Manson, (1983).

The energy density has been calculated using a value

for ß of 0.9, consistent with the hypothesis that the

altitude of the 
^,557.7 

nm intensity maximum is greater than

the altitude of the peak in. the atomic oxygen profile as

discussed in s2.5, table 2.5.7. For this hyPothesis there

Ís little difference between the Chapman or the Barth

mechanisms since, using $ = 0.8, the value for the Chapnan

mechanism, the energy density decreases to 5.6 x10.Jm-3which

is also consistenË with the results of other workers.

For the case where Q^ r( [ 0 ] r*, the value f or ß gives

energy densities a factor - of five lower than in the

T2I



case of a

agreement

that the

maximum,

dominates

zm t0l zm

be Lwe en

^,557 
.7 nm

a1 though

is sÈi11

and over double for Qr, < [0]rr. So from

observed results, it seems more 1ike1y

emission peaks above the atomic oxygen

whether the Chapman or Barth mechanism

unclear.

7 .3. Vertical group velocity.

The vertical component of the group velocity

gravity hrave packet is given by

the dispersion equation (7.1.I)

equation (2.3.4b)

can be expressed

ofa

and from

âs r

-c?[(a, r2 ) /alk
V z (7.3.1.)

gz 6'(kñ + 2ç¿2 + f2 +

The negative sign signifying that the vertical components

of the group and phase velocities are opposed in di-rection.

From equation (7.3.1), the group velociÈies for each of the

waves depicted in figure (7.1.1) have been calculated and

are seen plotted in figure (7.3.1). As indicated, the

boundari-es which confine the observations in figure (7.1.1)

also resLrict the range of group velocities. These confines

are 1abel1ed A and B ; the instrumental linitation

boundaries are also shown. These boundaries have been

extrapolated to the inertial period.

Despite the limited amount of data' particularly for

the reduced field measuremenLs, is seems that the group

velocj-ties are evenly disÈributed between the liniting

boundaries; that is for a given perrnissable frequency

inÈerva1, the vertical group velocity of a graviÈy I.vave at

the 95 km 1eve1 can lie anywhere within the boundaiies.

r22
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This even distribution justifies the following procedure:

the spectrum \4ras divided into equal interval s of log

frequency and a mean velocíty, Tr", assigned for each

interval, iÈ being the average of the limiting velocities

dictated by the upper and lower boundaries for that

frequency interval i.e. curves A and B . Since gravÍty

\{aves cannot propagate with frequencies less than the

inertial frequency or larger than the Vaisala Brunt

frequency, the vertical group velocity must vanish at these

limits. The r,r¡aves observed with hori zontal wavelengths

greaLer Lhan those allowed by the viscous dissipation limit

but less than the 5 km instrument limitation offer little

weight to the mean vertical group velocity. The results of

this average , r" along with the line of best fit to the

individual k¡ave energy densities for all the data are

plotted on the same graph in figure (7.3.2).

7 .4. Vert j-ca1 energy f 1ux.

It is evident that an appreciable amounL of energy'

generated by tropospheric weather systems, is provided to

the upper atmosphere via gravity hlaves' (Hines and Reddyr'

1967). Although the main contributors to the gravity wave

energy of the atmosphere are the large amplitude, long

period waves, their near horizonLal motions make the upward

transport of this energy quite sma11. The mean vertical

energy flux r or the average energy crossing unit
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area per second of a r^¡ave is

V (7 .4.r.)gz

Figure (7.4.I) shows the energy f lux of the gravity wave

spectrum based on the product of the two curves of figure

(7.3.2). The area under the curve of figure (7.4.1) is the

total energy fluxr extrapolated from 3FP measurenents at

the 95 km 1eve1. As can be seen, mosL of the total flux is

contained in the shorter period r4raves, between B5Z and 907"

being contributed by \,ìraves with periods less than about

four hours, periods directly measurable from 3FP

observations.

Assuming that the data here represent a seasonal

average and that the deLected r4raves are incident on the 95

km 1eve1 from be1ow, then this analysis estimates the total

upward energy flux to be about 15 *lrlr-'. The seasonal

average results from the 85 kn level of Vincent, (1984)

give fl-uxes of 13 mWm-' for Adelaide and L2 ml,rlm' fo,

Townsville. Earlier investigations by Gossard, (L962)

suggest vertical fluxes out of the troposphere from a

variety of weather conditions, high as 150 ml,rrm 'f o,

perì-odicities up to two hours. This va1ue, although high,

may be realistic since not all of the energy can be

expected to reach the mesopause.
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CONCLUSION.

Photonetric measurements of fluctuations Ín the ),557.7

nm nightglow emission at 95 kn caused by the passage of

atmospheric gravity waves have been observed fron three

spaced fields of view. Cross spectral analysis of these

observations has enabled the gravity h'ave field to be

deconposed, isolating highly coherent periodicities. The

period and horizontal phase velocity, in both nagniËude and

direction, are deternined from the analysis and al1ow each

detected wave to be assigned a horízontal wavelength.

The propagation direction of v¡aves detected at 95 kn

clearly show evidence of polarization. This observation is

consistent with reflection 1eve1s and critical coupling of

h¡aves by the mean flow of the middle atmosphere.

The gravity wave díspersion equation, derived fron the

linearízed equations of notion, has enabled tay paths of

Í¡aves detected at 95 kn to be traced to the troposphere.

The nultilayer approach, usíng mean monthly meridional and

zonaL wind profiles, shows high correlation of gravity wave

generation with tropospheric weather activity; in

partícu1ar upper 1eve1 iet streams with instances of

thunderstorm and frontal- disturbances contributing to wave

generation.

The díspersion diagram of figure (7.1.1.) depicts good

agreement between theory and experimental observations. The

theoreÈical boundaries due to reflection and dissipation'

the reverse ray tracings and the polarization
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of the gravity r{ave f ield all give credibility to the

proposal that the detected waves have their origin in the

lower atmosphere. The theoretical boundaríes, supported by

experimental obseryation, linit the vertical wavelength of

gravity v¡aves and hence their vertical group velocitÍes.

The distributÍon of the vertical group velocity in figure

(7.3.1.) justÍfies the assignnent of a mean vertical- group

velocity extrapolated to the gravity wave inertial period.

Power spectra of the ),557.7 nm nightglow observations

also pernit the mean gravity wave energy density spectrum

to be estinated. The shape and slope of this spectrum is

consistent with those of other workers and a1low Èhe energy

spectrum to be extrapolated to cover the entire gravity

ïrave frequency range. Given the mean energy and vertical

group velocity spectra, the mean vertical energy flux

spectrun fo11ows. fntegratÍon of this spectrum gives a

total vertical energy flux of around 15 nhlm 
2 with the

najority of this energy beíng transported upwards. It is

also deternÍned that over 857. of this energy flux is

contributed by gravity waves with periods less than about 4

hours; periods directly observable by the three field

photoneter.

The most severe limitation of the instrurnent is its

restriction to nÍght tine observing under favourable seeing

conditions. Despite this 1i¡nitaËÍon it has been

denonstrated that useful information on the dynanics of

medium scale gravity waves can be extracted fron only a few

nights data and that thÍs infornation agrees well with

theory and the results of other workers.
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The flexibil-ity of the three field photoneter pernits

other nÍghtglow emissions to be observed; eíther

indivldually or sf¡nultaneously. An exanple of a combinatÍon

of enissíons is the 0H (8-3) band at about 85 km and the

À630 nn enÍssion at 25O kn. These together with the 
^557.7

nn enission at 95 kn wÍl1 allow gravíty wave$ to be

investigated at three separate levels sinultaneously and

nay províde direct measurements on vertical as well as

horizontal wavelengths of gravity waves as they propagate

through the atmosphere.
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POSTSCRIPT.

It has come Eo my attenÈion that the effect the tidal

components have on the wind profiles used for gravity wave

tracings is somewhat understated , ( s5 .3 ) . It is therefore

appropriate that in this posÈscript I

elaborate on L,hy Èhe Eidal componenEs vlere not Íncluded

in the wínd Profiles.

Clearly,anychangetothewindprofilesusedforray

Èracings will affect the position of gravity \{ave launch

siLes at the tropopause. Initial ray tracings lrere conducÈed

using two separate seÈs of monthly averaged meridional

and zonal wind profiles adapted from Groves (1969,L977),

CIiìA (1965) and Murgatroyd and Singleton (1961) for the

region between 30 krn and 95 km. The general trend of wind

velocity wiÈh altitude for these Lwo sets were similar

although the magnitude of the wind components ' particularly

intheheightrangeofS0kmto95km,oftendiffered

considerably for the months of the observations.
.Raytracingsusingthesetl,vowindprofileSetsonthe

same observed hrave parameters' naturally gave rise to

different launch siLes. However, the general regions of

Èhese launch sites in most cases were maintained due to

the similarity of the overall trend of velocity with altitude

in the profiles. The launch sites, in a great many cases '

could sti1l be attributed to the same possible wave

generation mechanisms which are discussed in S5 ' 6 '

In only a few cases, for l{aves where the horizontal

phase velocíty and period were such as to be most sensitive
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to tlre wind field, the two wind sets gave rise to

significantly different ray tracings' Accurate tracings

for these rlaves can only be carried out with a precise

knowledgeofthewindfield,includingtidalcomponents'

forthenightsinquestion-anunrealisticexpectation.

However,thetwosetsofwindprofilesforthemajority

of tracings did not significantly alter Èhe regions of

like1y gravity \^Iave generation ' It was clear thaÈ the error

in the tracings introduced by the differences in these

wind profiles would be larger than those incurred by

includingthetidalcomponenÈsintheSOkmto95kmregion.

Additional complications would also arise from including

the tidal components due to their temporal variations'

particularly the semi diurnal component'

Forthesereasons,alongwiÈhthosepointedoutin

S5.3, it was decided not to include the tidal components

in the wind profiles used for the tracings since the

purpose of Ehe tracings could be realized without their

inclusion.ForclarityofPresentationanaverageofthe

two wind profile sets \¡/as used for the final tracings

which are Presented in 55'5'

In summary ' all tracings are sensitive to the wind

profile to a variable extent ' The tracing presented in

this thesis, culminating in proposed launch sites and

like1y wave sources ' are obviously those rñIaves which are

least sensitive to the mean wind profile'
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A f,:rEher comment should also be made regarding the

points plotÈed on the log kr, log k* diagram of Figure

(7.1.1). Here esrimates of the wind field at 95 km are

used Èo determine the intrinsic hlave frequency and the

1og k, coordinate via the dispersion relation of equation

( 7.1.1 ) . Again Èhe tidal components lrlere not included,

giving sone doubt to the integrity of the positions of

t.hese points.

Since the hori zon|aL wave nurnber, kf, is invariant

then any variati-on in the intrinsic f requency of a h¡ave '

brought about by an uncertainty in the wind fiê1d, will

result in iEs representative poinÈ being displaced only

vertically on the diagram.

Thepurposeofthisdiagramistoverifythelinearized

theory of gravity waves with experiment and more importantly

to identify restraints in the vertical wave number of

detected gravity vlaves. These constraints in turn lead

to an upper limit to the vertical group velocity of these

waves which allow estimates of vertical energy flux to be

made,(s7.3).InthiscontextiLisonlytheintegrity

of boundary A which need be considered since, from Figure

7.3,I, boundary B offers 1itt1e weight to the restriction

in the vertical group velocities of the waves'

Again the question arises as to how much the real

wind f ields at 95 km during the observing times dif f er

from the estimates used and whether the inclusion of an

estimate of the tidal components significantly improves

the results.



The following argument is a quantitative analysis

resulÈing in the error in 1og k, as a function of the

error in the rr¡ind velocity. Since the horizontal wave

number is i-nvariant and derived from the observed

horizontal phase velocj-ty and wave period' the error

associated with it is considered negligable compared to

the error in Èhe intrinsic I¡¡ave frequency which direcÈ1y

resultsfromanuncertaintyinthemagniEudeofthewind

f ie1d.

Consider Lhe

equation given bY

of both sides and

asymptotic aPProximation

equation (7.1.5). Taking

rearranging gives,

to the disPersion

the logarithm

los k åroe (N' -Q') + log kn 1og Q

the error in

in the intrinsic

(1)

CI-t¡-Ukn whereUisEhe

wind velocítY and o the observed

considered negligable then,

It is then straightforward to show that

1og k, is related to the relaÈive error

frequencY bY '
Alog k" + 0.43 AA /A

Recalling equation (5 '2 'l) ,

hori zonEal comPonent of the

wave frequencY. Since Âo is

^CI/0
/aUK or AA/A IJ /Y (2)inth

q¡her e V int -Ís the intrinsic v/ave phase velocity'
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Comlrining equations ( 1) and (2) gives,

Alog k, + 0.43 ÂU/Vinr (3)

Empirical evaluations using the full dj-spersion

equatíon (7.1.i) verify the above result and validate

the use of the asymPtotic approximation in deriving i

equation (3).

Referring back to Figure (7 '1'1), the boundary

designated by A corresponds to gravity I^Iaves with intrinsic

phase velocities of around 170 m/s. For an error in the

magnitude of the wind velocity of say AU = 40 m/ s ' which

is more than adequate to account for tidal variations'

then from equation (3) Alog k, is only 0'I for a wave

travelling in the same direcÈion as the wind '

Narurally a fu11 knowledge of the wind field at 95km

during the observing times rn¡ou1d give greater accuracy

to the position of the points plotted in Figure (7'1'1) 
'

particularly Èhose of low horj-zonta1- phase velocity'

some Ínitial studies, beyond the scope of this thesis,

v/ere conduc,ted using reduced field measurements as

described in s7.1 to measure the wind at the À557.7 nm

emission 1eve1..-These -neasur.ements use autocorrelation

techniques to fo11ow turbulent patches of airglow as they

are advected by the mean flow to infer the background wind'

It is hoped in the future that spectral and auto-

correlation analyses may be used on the 3FP observations

to simultaneously measure, both temporally and spacially 
'
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gravity wave parameters and wind velocities to al1ot+ more

accurate determination of gravity wave energy flux at

the 95km 1eve1.




